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I
Please enjoy this issue of In Brief that describes our recent progress, including five new faculty 
appointments, as well as continued developments in the areas of criminal law, patent law, and 
international law, all of which you will read about in this issue.
I
A special highlight of our fall was our welcoming of the Honorable Sonia Sotomayor, Associate 
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, to the law school. More than 400 students attended the 
private Q & A session, and we are truly grateful to have had the opportunity to meet the Justice, 
and to The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland for arranging her visit. Later during the Supreme 
Court term, our Professors Mills and Pollis argued the case of Ortiz v. Jordan, and the Court 
ruled unanimously in favor of their client, Michelle Ortiz, a woman who suffered abuse in prison.
Our students continue to excel. Recently our Jessup Moot Court team won the regional 
competition—for the fourth time in five years—and advanced to the international rounds (that 
we won in 2008). Students in our Milton A. Kramer Law Clinic obtained a $1.12 million jury 
verdict, the largest in the Clinic's history. In addition, our law school graduates had the highest 
overall bar passage rate in the state of Ohio, an example of their dedication and a harbinger of 
their successes to come.
We are delighted to report that the class of 2013 came to the School of Law with the strongest I 
credentials of any class in the last 15 years. The median LSAT for the class was two points 
higher than the prior year and the median undergraduate GPA was up from 3.47 to 3.50. In i
addition, we celebrate the diversity of the class, including 221 students of color and 31 
International students.
As you will read, the law school continues to receive significant support from our alumni and 
friends. Most significantly, Coleman Burke '70 donated an endowed chair honoring Professor 
Leon Gabinet. The Kramer family and the Ferry Family Foundation also provided substantial 
continuing support.
Thank you for your interest in our school and for all you do to support efforts of our faculty and 
students to achieve excellence in all activities.
I
Sincerely,
Robert H. Rawson, Jr. 
Interim Dean
I
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PROFESSORS AND 
STUDENTS PROVIDE 
ASSISTANCE TO KENYA
PIRACY COURT
PROFESSOR MieH^L SCHARF 
EXPLAINS THE SUPPORT PROVIDED ’ 
TO THE CHIEF JUDGE OF THE PIRACY 
COURT AND THE IMPACT THIS MAY J 
HAVE ON THE PROSECUTION OF ' f;'" 
SOMALI PIRATES ►
In the popular Disney film franchise, pirates are likable rogues 
played by such Hollywood stars as Johnny Depp and Orlando 
Bloom. In real life, Somali pirate attacks throughout the Indian 
Ocean have become a major problem for world shipping, resulting 
in more than $25 billion in losses in the past twelve months alone.
- Michael Scharf, John 
Deaver Drinko-Baker & 
Hostetler Professor of 
Law; Director of the 
Frederick K. Cox 
International Law Center; 
U.5. Director of the 
Canada-U.S. Law Institute; 
and Director of the Henry 
T. King, Jr. War Crimes 
Research Office
For twenty years, Somalia has been a lawless country without a functioning central 
government or navy. Out of this chaos emerged piracy on a scale unseen anywhere on the 
planet in 200 years. Forty-nine vessels have been seized in the past twelve months and more 
than 1,000 crew members and passengers from eighteen countries are currently being held 
hostage by Somali pirates; on February 22,2011, the pirates murdered two retired American 
couples who were sailing their yacht around the world. In response, the United Nations 
Security Council authorized the United States and other countries to capture Somali pirates 
and turn them over to nearby Kenya for prosecution with financial assistance by the 
international community. But Kenya's fledgling Piracy Court has struggled with the novel legal 
issues presented by the prosecution of dozens of modern day pirates. So, Case Western 
Reserve Law Professors Michael Scharf and Carol Fox, and a team of their students, have been 
lending a hand.
1 Professors Scharf and Fox direct the law school's War Crimes Research Office, which over the past eight years has provided training and legal assistance to the tribunals that have tried 
Saddam Hussein, Charles Taylor, Radovan Karadzic, and the leaders of the Khmer Rouge. The 
work of the Office was nominated in 2005 for the Nobel Peace Prize by the Chief Prosecutor of 
the Special Court for Sierra Leone. Now, the professors and their students have turned to the 
challenge of piracy.
This past summer, Scharf established relations with the Kenya Piracy Court through the Public 
International Law and Policy Group, a non-profit organization that Scharf co-directs, which has 
eight offices around the world including in Nairobi. As a pilot project, the Chief Judge of the 
Piracy Court, Rosemelle Mutoka, requested legal research memos on whether her court has 
Jurisdiction over pirates apprehended in international waters by third states, and on potential 
procedural problems with applying international standards to the Kenyan piracy prosecutions.
"Piracy was the world's first international crime," Scharf explains. He adds, "The legal issues 
related to piracy are not so different from those we have worked on for the international war 
crimes tribunals over the past eight years." Every semester, a dozen students enroll in the War 
Crimes Research Lab, where under Scharf and Fox's supervision they produce research 
memorandum on issues pending before several war crimes tribunals around the globe. Case 
Western has provided over 200 legal research memos to the international tribunals since the 
CWRU War Crimes Research Office was established by Scharf in 2002. At a special ceremony in 
September 2009, the Office was re-christened the "Henry T. King, Jr. War Crimes Research 
Office" to honor the late CWRU professor who had been a Prosecutor at the Nuremberg 
Tribunal after World War II.
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Kim Brown, a second-year Case Western Reserve law student who helped draft one of the 
memos for the Piracy Court, said "it was fantastic to get to work on such a cutting edge 
international law question that may have a significant impact in the real world. I came to Case 
Western Reserve because of my Interest In international law, but I never thought I'd get to 
work on something this exciting and important as a law student."
In recent years, CWRU School of Law has gained an international reputation for its 
international war crimes work, and it just launched a new International Criminal Law LL.M. 
program, which includes a distinguished jurist in residence, a position Judge Mutoka will occupy 
for 2011-2012. To date, fifty-eight CWRU students have interned at the international tribunals, 
more than any other law school in the world. The Cox Center provides grants for summer 
internships and the law school accords a full semester worth of credit to students who spend 
the fall or spring semester interning at a tribunal. Six CWRU graduates have obtained jobs after 
graduation as prosecutors, defense counsel, and legal advisers at the Yugoslavia Tribunal, 
Rwanda Tribunal, Cambodia Tribunal, Special Court for Sierra Leone, the Special Tribunal for 
Lebanon, and Cambodia Tribunal.
On Decembers, 2010, Professor Scharf traveled 30 hours to the port city of Mombasa, Kenya, 
to personally present his team's research to Judge Mutoka and her Deputy, Judge Lilian 
Mutende. The trip to Africa was largely paid for by the government of Rwanda, which invited 
Scharf to fly to Kigali to present the Keynote Address at a major conference on December 9 in 
commemoration of the 1994 Rwandan genocide. Mombassa was just a short hop from Kigali.
Scharf and the Piracy Court judges met for several hours at a charming ocean-side restaurant 
called Tamarind, just a few blocks from the new courthouse and prison established for the 
piracy trials with several million dollars from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime. In addition to 
the fifty-page research memos, Scharf says he provided the judges with "an entire library of 
hundreds of articles, book chapters, and other hard to obtain sources on piracy."
For twenty years, 
Sonnalia has been a 
lawless country 
without a functioning 
central government 
or navy. Out of this 
chaos emerged piracy 
on a scale unseen 
anywhere on the 
planet in 200 years.
►
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Though Somali piracy is big business, Judge Mutoka told 
Scharf that "the actual pirates are just foot soldiers in a 
vast organized criminal network."
School of Law
"I was very impressed with the Piracy Court's Chief Judge," Scharf 
recalls. "During our meeting, she told me that she had presided over a 
half dozen piracy trials with over 50 defendants in total." Several dozen 
other accused pirates are still awaiting trial In Kenya, Scharf adds.
Though Somali piracy is big business. Judge Mutoka told Scharf that 
"the actual pirates are just foot soldiers in a vast organized criminal 
network." She added that "they are largely uneducated and illiterate. 
They are recruited by middle men; they take all the risks, but they keep 
very little of the piratical bounty or ransom." Judge Mutoka explained 
that most of the convicted pirates have been given fairly light 
sentences, "usually three to five years." And at her suggestion, Kenyan 
authorities set up a special program to provide the convicted pirates 
with an education in their native language "so that when they are 
repatriated to Somalia in a few years they don't have to return to 
piracy."
"Judge Mutoka said that in contrast to ordinary court cases in Kenya, 
indigent defendants in piracy trials are provided free legal counsel, as 
well as an interpreter." But, Scharf says he told the judge that the 
situation may not meet international standards since a single defense 
counsel will typically represent as many as a dozen defendants in a 
joint piracy trial, and the defendants might have conflicting defenses.
In November 2011, the Kenya Piracy Court suffered a potentially grave 
setback when Judge Mohammed Ibrahim of Kenya's High Court ruled 
on appeal that the Piracy Court lacks authority to continue 
prosecuting Somali pirates because Kenya does not have a domestic 
statute giving the magistrate-level Piracy Court jurisdiction to 
prosecute acts of piracy committed outside Kenya. According to 
Scharf, "our research suggests that the High Court judge got it wrong 
because he failed to recognize that under Kenya's new Constitution, 
international law is directly enforceable in Kenyan courts." Scharf said 
that Judge Mutoka shared the results of Case Western's research with 
the Kenya Court of Appeals.
Scharf says that if the Kenya Appeals Court affirms the jurisdiction of 
the magistrate-level Piracy Court, he and his students will be providing 
additional assistance on a host of legal issues to Judge Mutoka and her 
colleagues. The UN Security Council is currently contemplating 
establishing an international piracy court, and Scharf and the Public 
International Law and Policy Group have set up a High Level Piracy 
Working Group to help lay the foundations for such a tribunal. 
Meanwhile, the Disney movie franchise returns in May 2011 with the 
latest installment, "Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides." ■
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Human Genome
Professor Craig Nard examines the controversial issue of 
patent law's relationship with the biotechnology industry
-Craig Nard
Tom J.E. and Bette Lou Walker Professor 
of Law; Founding Director of the Center for 
Law, Technology and the Arts
Intellectual property (or IP as it is commonly known) has rapidly assumed center stage in the 
global marketplace and information economy, presenting some of the most exciting, important, 
and complex issues facing not only our legal system, but also the business, entertainment, and 
technology communities. Intellectual property strategy is implicit in business strategy, and IP 
is a strategic business asset that can be leveraged to create value and intellectual asset 
formation in the marketplace. Indeed, IP is a boardroom issue. It should come as no surprise, 
therefore, that IP is now part of daily servings of mainstream media reports. This increased 
attention and scrutiny inevitably breeds controversy. For example, journalists and non-profit 
organizations have highlighted such issues as access to patented medicines in the developing 
world and copyright law's role in Google's quest to scan the collections of the world's great 
libraries. But perhaps no other issue has been more controversial than patent law's 
relationship with the biotechnology industry, particularly in the field of genomics and the 
availability of patent protection for DNA sequences, otherwise known as genes.
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Incredulity is the most common response upon learning 
that the foundational biological architecture of the human 
experience is eligible for patent protection. And such a 
response would also be intuitive, as laws of nature and 
naturally occurring phenomena are not eligible for patent 
protection. How is it then that 20 percent of the human 
genome has already been patented?
There is a legal and a policy answer to this question. The 
former requires us to take a look at two important judicial 
opinions. In 1980, the United States Supreme Court 
decided Diamond v. Chakrabarty, a case famous in patent 
law annals for holding that life is patentable. Ananda 
Mohan Chakrabarty sought to patent a genetically 
engineered bacterium (a living organism) that was capable 
of breaking down multiple components of crude oil. No 
naturally occurring bacteria had this ability. In holding 
that Chakrabarty's bacteria was patentable, the Court 
wrote that for purposes of deciding what is eligible for 
patent protection. Congress recognized:
the relevant distinction was not between living 
and inanimate things, but between products of 
nature, whether living or not, and human-made 
inventions. ...Here, [Chakrabarty] has produced a 
new bacterium with markedly different 
characteristics from any found in nature and one 
having the potential for significant utility. His 
discovery is not nature's handiwork, but his own.
Accordingly, Parke-Davis and Chakrabarty provide the 
doctrinal foundation for the patentability of living, 
"non-naturally" occurring matter, including genes. 
Chakrabarty demands a sufficient degree of human 
intervention so that the subject matter can be said to no 
longer reflect a naturally occurring substance. And 
Parke-Davis tells us what type of human Intervention 
would suffice to effect this transformation, namely 
isolation and purification.
Incredulity is the most common response 
upon learning that the foundational 
biological architecture of the human 
experience is eligible for patent 
protection. And such a response would 
also be intuitive, as laws of nature and 
naturally occurring phenomena are not 
eligible for patent protection,
The "human made" language of Chakrabarty is important, 
because it highlights the fact that living subject matter is 
eligible for patent protection as long as there is sufficient 
human intervention to transform naturally occurring, 
living matter into a non-naturally occurring substance.
In addition to Chakrabarty, part of the legal answer 
resides in the well-known case of Parke-Davis & Co. v. 
H.K. Mulford & Co., a 1911 case written by Judge Learned 
Hand. The inventive subject matter was an adrenaline 
compound derived from the suprarenal glands of various 
animals. But the inventor — Mr. Takamine — claimed a 
purified version of the compound, which was an 
important factor for Judge Hand:
Takamine was the first to make it [i.e., the 
adrenaline compound] available for any use by 
removing it from the other gland-tissue in which 
it was found, and, while it is of course possible 
logically to call this a purification of the principle, 
it became for every practical purpose a new thing 
commercially and therapeutically.
Not surprisingly then, courts and patent offices have 
allowed patents on genes that have been "Isolated" from 
their naturally occurring environment and subjected to 
some form of chemical purification. The former makes 
more sense once we understand that genes, which code 
for specific proteins, comprise only a small portion of the 
human genome. And it is the gene that is removed from 
the human body and, therefore, isolated from the other 
parts of the genome (that while not coding for a particular 
protein, serve a regulatory or some other function). In this 
regard, it is thought that the gene is no longer part of its 
natural environment. The gene is then subjected to a 
chemical purification process to enhance its utility within 
the laboratory setting.
Notably, the isolation/purification principle was rejected in 
the high-profile 2010 district court case. Association for 
Molecular Pathology v. USPTO. In this case, Judge Sweet of 
the Southern District Court of New York held that patents 
on isolated and purified DNA are not eligible for patent 
protection. The gene patents in question — BRCA 1 and ►
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BRCA 2 — relate to mutations associated with an increase 
in breast and ovarian cancer. What was particularly 
controversial about the opinion is that the court viewed the 
BRCA genetic sequences as information (rather than 
chemicals isolated from their natural environment) that 
embodies a product of nature. According to the court:
DNA represents the physical embodiment of 
biological information, distinct in its essential 
characteristics from any other chemical found in 
nature. It is concluded that DNA's existence in an 
"isolated" form alters neither this fundamental 
quality of DNA as it exists in the body, nor the 
information it encodes. Therefore, the patents as 
issue directed to "isolated DNA" containing 
sequences found in nature are unsustainable as a 
matter of law and are deemed unpatentable 
subject matter.
Most patent law commentators believe the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit — which has 
exclusive subject matter jurisdiction for cases relating to 
patent law — will reverse the district court, setting the 
stage for the Supreme Court to weigh in. Thus, this case 
may be one to watch closely as it has the potential to 
greatly affect the biotechnology industry, particularly 
diagnostic companies, agricultural biotech companies, 
and, perhaps, pharmaceutical companies.
The potential fallout from this case leaids
that it is both non-rivalrous and non-excludable. For 
example, many people can benefit from information 
without interfering in the pleasure others get from the 
same information—it is non-rivalrous. One person's use of 
the creative ideas embodied in a word processing program, 
poem, or chemical formula does not interfere with 
another's use of those ideas. As Thomas Jefferson wrote, 
"Fie who receives an idea from me, receives instruction 
himself without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper 
at mine, receives light without darkening me."
At the same time, once disclosed, it is extremely difficult 
to exclude others from using the information—it is 
non-excludable. You cannot build a fence around your 
idea as you can your backyard or ranch. And therein lies 
the catch-22 for inventors. Inventors often need to 
disclose their ideas to facilitate licensing negotiations, 
secure venture capital, arrange for manufacturing 
capabilities, or otherwise efficiently utilize their invention. 
And even if the inventor obtains a contractual obligation 
from the person to whom the inventor's idea is disclosed, 
the inventor will likely remain fearful that his idea will be 
exploited by persons subject to the contractual 
arrangement or even persons not in a fiduciary 
relationship with the inventor. In other words, transaction 
costs are prohibitively high absent a property right, and 
the inventor will likely be reticent to disclose information 
for fear of inducing competition. Thus, there is an inherent 
conflict between the desire to disclose information and 
the need to limit access and use to those whom the 
inventor has authorized.
US to the policy-based answer to the
aforementioned question: How is it that
20 percent of the human genome has
n patented?
The potential fallout from this case leads us to the 
policy-based answer to the aforementioned question: Flow 
is it that 20 percent of the human genome has been 
patented?The policy response is rooted in the economic 
theories of patent law. To fully appreciate these theories, it 
would first be helpful to have an understanding of the 
distinctive quality of information. The use, diffusion, and 
production of information are at the core of patent law.
But information—unlike tangible property {e.g., a pen or 
olive oil)—is what economists call a public good, meaning
These two distinctive features of information goods 
(non-rivalrous and non-excludable) can lead to a free-rider 
problem—that is, consumers who exploit the information 
without sufficiently contributing to its creation. As such, 
information will tend to be underproduced, or not 
produced at all, due to the aforementioned riskiness 
associated with disclosing information. A common 
response to this problem is government intervention, 
which can—for example—take the form of research 
grants (subsidies), or using the taxing power to fund 
production or create incentives. (National defense—a 
classic public good—is provided for through tax revenue.) 
Another form of government intervention is to create a 
private property right to induce the production of 
information goods, which has been a government 
response in the form of patent legislation since 1790.
A patent system, however, is not a costless enterprise. 
With exclusivity comes the risk of reduced output.
d: 1)) ()( Lawri
excessively high prices, and therefore less access to the 
patented product, because some consumers who value 
the good at a competitive price will not buy it at a 
supracompetitive price. Economists refer to this as 
deadweight loss. But to the extent these costs are cause 
for concern, they are thought — at least for some 
technological fields — to be offset by the benefits 
engendered by the availability of patent rights, which leads 
us to an important economic theory of the patent system.
While there are several economic justifications 
underlying patent law, the most germane for purposes of 
patents and genetic material is what is commonly 
referred to as the incentive to innovate (or incentive to 
commerciaiize). An innovation relates to a 
commercialized product that actualizes an invention 
— that is, a finished product available on the market. 
Thus, the incentive to innovate focuses on the role of 
patents in inducing the transformation of inventions into 
downstream, commercialized products by serving as a 
signal to relevant parties, namely investors (e.g., venture 
capitalists), potential licensees, and downstream players 
(e.g., entities with marketing, distribution, advertising, 
and manufacturing capabilities). In this sense, a patent is 
seen as a coordination tool that reduces transaction 
costs, resulting in the patent efficiently ending up in the 
hands of the party who is best suited to bring the 
technology to market.
It is because of this long Journey from bench to bedside 
(or from lab to pharmacy) that patents play an extremely 
important role in the biotechnology industry. (Patents are 
also extremely important to biotech's close cousin, the 
pharmaceutical industry.) It is extremely costly, risky, and 
time consuming to develop a new diagnostic kit or drug. 
Because of the high R & D costs, patent protection is 
essential, even though it contributes to the high costs of 
tests and drugs. Thus, the issue for many commentators 
is not whether the patent system has a role to play in the 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, but where 
on the developmental continuum should patent law be 
inserted. That is, is patent policy best served by allowing 
patent protection on upstream biotech research (e.g., 
genes and proteins) or downstream research (e.g., drugs 
and marketable therapeutics).
Most policymakers in this space recognize the importance 
and necessity of having patents on downstream drugs. 
The concern with patenting upstream, however, is either a 
single patent owner will have broad patent rights or there 
will be numerous patent holders. The former may exercise
his rights strategically as a holdout, impeding innovation 
or downstream development. With many patent holders, 
the concern is one of "patent thickets," meaning that 
downstream developers will face insurmountable 
transactions costs when they seek to obtain permission 
to use upstream patented research.
In contrast, some commentators assert that upstream 
research is usually a product of biotechnology companies, 
many of which are small and in need of capital. Patenting 
upstream research provides an important economic tool to 
recoup R&D costs or attract investment from downstream 
players so that development can continue. (Pfizer will 
come to the table only if it is confident Merck cannot free 
ride.) And yet other commentators have persuasively 
questioned the thickets scenario on empirical grounds.
Whatever the future holds for patenting life — and genes 
in particular — courts and policymakers will surely have 
to grapple with not only the legal issues (i.e., isolation/ 
purification principle), but these policy considerations as 
they rethink (and possibly re-structure) the doctrinal 
landscape for biotechnological inventions. ■
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PROFESSOR DAVID MILLS RAISES THIS QUESTION 
AND WINS BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF 
THE UNITED STATES
- David Mills 
Adjunct Professor 
of Law
It began as a civil case involving sexual assault against a 
prison inmate, and led to the discovery of an intriguing 
procedural issue by Adjunct Professor David Mills.
On November 1,2010, Mills argued Ortiz v. Jordan before 
the Supreme Court of the United States and raised the 
crucial question: may a party appeal the denial of 
summary judgment after trial? Visiting Assistant 
Professor Andrew Pollis assisted with the reply brief and 
was also co-counsel at the argument.
Before Professors Mills and Pollis were involved, Michelle 
Ortiz sued prison officials who failed to protect her from a 
prison guard's sexual abuse and who retaliated against 
her for reporting the abuse. The defendants moved for 
summary judgment based on qualified immunity, and the 
’district court denied that motion. Although the defendants 
could have appealed immediately from that collateral
order, they chose not to do so. Instead, the case 
proceeded to trial, where Ortiz won a substantial verdict. 
After the entry of judgment on the verdict, the defendants 
appealed the denial of summary judgment to the Sixth 
Circuit. The Sixth Circuit reversed the denial of summary 
judgment—and in doing so considered not only the 
summary-judgment record, but also the evidence 
adduced at trial. See Ortiz v. Jordan, 316 Fed. App'x AA9 
(6th Cir. 2009). Judge Daughtrey dissented, calling the 
result "a legal travesty." Id. at A56 (Daughtrey, ]., dissenting).
The case raises the question whether a party may appeal 
the denial of summary judgment after trial. In particular, 
did the entry of judgment after trial revive the right to 
appeal from an earlier summary-judgment order that was 
"final" under the collateral-order doctrine? The Court also 
could address whether a party must move for judgment
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as a matter of law under Rule 50 to preserve legal arguments raised 
at the summary-judgment stage. In this case, the defendants moved 
for judgment as a matter of law under Rule 50(a) but failed to renew 
that motion after trial under Rule 50(b). As a result, the Sixth Circuit 
had no basis for reviewing the qualified-immunity issue unless the 
summary-judgment denial became reviewable again at the end of 
the case.'
Ortiz V. Jordan was Adjunct Professor David 
Mills' first time arguing before the Supreme 
Court of the United States. A solo appellate 
lawyer who opened the Mills Law Office two 
years ago. Mills previously worked at Jones 
Day in its litigation department and then 
clerked for Judge R. Guy Cole, Jr. of the Sixth 
Circuit Court of Appeals and for U.S. District 
Judge Louis F. Oberdorfer of Washington, DC.
Mills teaches Appellate Practice at the law 
school and says about Ortiz v. Jordan, "Once I 
did the research and I saw the summary- 
judgment issue, I knew that this was big. I 
didn't know the Supreme Court would agree to 
hear the case, but I knew when I saw that 
nearly every circuit had talked about this 
issue—and in conflicting ways—that it was 
significant."
Mills was correct and on January 24,2011 the Supreme Court released 
a unanimous decision, ruling in favor of Ortiz and reinstating a 
$625/X)0 judgment.
He shared his insights about the case in an interview with the editor 
of In Brief.
Tell us about that day in October 2009 when you received a phone call 
from a colleague looking to help Michelle Ortiz find a lawyer to appeal 
the Sixth Circuit's ruling. You had only hours to prepare a petition for 
an extension of time to the Supreme Court. What were your initial 
thoughts and concerns about representing her? My initial thought 
was that this was an area of law that I was familiar with, especially 
from my clerkships, and that the 2-1 decision might mean there could 
be something there to grab the Supreme Court's attention. Emphasis 
on "might." Once Michelle called me and I looked things over a bit, my 
main thought was very simple: keep the case alive. As it turned out, 
the normal deadline to file for any extension of time to file the cert 
petition was that day. I told her I knew how to file the motion, that 
there wasn't time to worry about any sort of payment, and that I just 
needed her to give the okay for me to get it in the mail.
Michelle Ortiz had contacted other iawyers to heip with this appeai. 
Why do you think you were the oniy iawyer who found the
summary-judgment issue and the question of appeliate jurisdict 
when so many other iawyers did not?This case is a bit unusual in 
terms of the argument that's presented. This issue about whethe 
summary judgment is reviewable on appeal after trial wasn't 
discussed at length In the opinion, but that is what emerged as tf 
key question to me when I did the research and found that federa 
courts have differing views on that basic question. Once I saw th;
courts handle this in very different ways, I 
realized we had an issue for the Supreme 
Court. I intentionally didn't push the issue 
her rights were violated, and instead focu: 
on this procedural issue that can come up 
virtually any civil case in the country. So t 
was the petition I wrote, and I tried to exp 
why this case was a good vehicle for resol 
that question. Meanwhile, I told Michelle \ 
I did the cert petition that it would not 
emphasize the abuse she suffered. Rathe 
would emphasize the procedural question 
explain that the appellate court should no 
have overturned the jury verdict.
You found out on April 26,2010 that the 
Supreme Court of the United States grant 
certiorari and wouid hear your case. Whal 
your first reaction upon iearning yours Wc 
one of the iess than 1% of the petitions granted? I was of course 
elated, but I was not completely shocked because I knew the issue 
was legitimate. The odds are so long, however, that I was a bit bes 
myself. I called Michelle and said, "I have very, very, good news," ai 
told her we were in the Supreme Court. She was understandably 
emotional and very happy.
Tell us about your argument in Ortiz v. Jordan. The Justices asked 
of questions—it was a very hot bench. In fact, the Chief Justice 
interrupted me after my very first sentence, and even apologized 1 
doing so because it was so soon in the argument. From that point 
it was essentially nonstop questions for about 25 minutes—I nevi 
actually opened the folder that had my outline. The questions wer 
tough, but fair. And I was glad to see that the Justices asked just c 
many tough questions of my opponent.
Explain the issue of quaiified immunity in this case. Qualified 
immunity protects state officials from liability, and even from trial 
itself, so long as they can show that their conduct does not violate 
constitutional rights that are clearly established. The idea is to pre 
such officials from being subject to lawsuits as they make various 
judgment calls to do their jobs. Here, two defendants asserted the 
they were entitled to qualified immunity based on their conduct w 
respect to Michelle. The first defendant was an official who did no 
report the first sexual assault (which would have prevented the
BEFORE
PROFESSORS MILLS 
AND POLLIS WERE 
INVOLVED, 
MICHELLE ORTIZ 
SUED PRISON 
OFFICIALS WHO 
FAILED TO PROTECT 
HER FROM A PRISON 
GUARD’S SEXUAL 
ABUSE AND WHO 
RETALIATED 
AGAINST HER FOR 
REPORTING THE 
ABUSE.
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second, more violent, assault): the second defendant was 
an official who put Michelle into solitary confinement 
under very harsh conditions after Michelle reported the 
assault. Both defendants argued before trial—at the 
summary-judgment stage—that they were entitled to 
qualified immunity. The trial judge denied the motion, and 
the defendants did not take an immediate appeal.
Instead, they went to trial, where the jury concluded that 
they violated Michelle's rights. On appeal, the Sixth Circuit, 
2-1, concluded that qualified immunity applied. That 
essentially overturned the verdict. My argument is that 
the Sixth Circuit had no authority to do that—especially 
because qualified immunity depends entirely on the 
officers' conduct, which is shown by the evidence at the 
trial, not through the summary-judgment papers.
During the argument, you were talking about the evidence 
of the officers' conduct, and Justice Scalia stated, "It's 
never going to be any better for the plaintiff than what 
you assumed at the summary judgment stage." ^ Your 
response was that, in this case, it actually was better for 
Michelle Ortiz. Yes, as I elaborated at the argument, the 
real evidence of the case is that at trial, and in this case 
the trial testimony—especially cross examination of the 
defendants—was the basis for the jury to find in favor of 
Michelle. In particular, one defendant testified that had 
the other defendant reported the first assault, the second 
assault would not have occurred. As I said to the Justices, 
that was important not only because the evidence on that 
point changed from summary judgment to trial, but also 
because the Sixth Circuit got it entirely wrong.
How did the faculty at the law school assist with the 
argument? Several faculty members participated in a
moot, which was extremely helpful. Students had the
opportunity to attend and to hear the issues brought up
by the faculty serving as mock Justices. In particular, j
Professor Pollis, along with Cleveland attorney Chris
Grostic from the Kushner & Named firm, served as ;
co-counsel and offered invaluable assistance. I honestly
would not have presented the argument I did without
those two. I'm talking about hours of phone calls and
meetings, especially in the weeks leading up to the
argument. I can't thank them enough. Two of the best
legal minds I know of, and also great people. |
What would you tell others preparing for an argument 
before the Court? I think the crucial part is that when you 
get up for the argument it is essential that you have an 
indestructible centerpiece. Holding my hands out as if 
holding a very dense rock, I tell my students to figure out i
that one solid centerpiece to their argument. In my case, I i
knew that the qualified-immunity issue raised at 
summary judgment actually depended on the officers' 1
conduct at trial. That's why an appeals court can't go back ; 
in time and review the summary judgment decision after 
the trial. And no Justice could say anything that would 
take away the truth of that centerpiece, even if they 
disagreed with me about the precise rule to apply. You 
can't always go after every conceivable argument in your I 
favor, but there is almost always one solid thing that is 
true. As long as that rock is in your hands, you can handle 
the hard questions, and it can be the key that wins the 
case. ■ ^
To listen to the audio of the orai argument visit: http:/ /
WWW.oyez.org/cases/2010-2019/2010/2010_09_737/ 
argument
To read the transcript of the oral argument visit:
http://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_arguments/ 
argument_transcripts/09-737.pdf 
To read the decision visit: http://www.supremecourt. 
gov/opinions/10pdf/09-737.pdf j
’ The case summary above is from Professor Pollis' 1
contribution to the Sixth Circuit Appellate Blog hosted by I
Pierre Bergeron. See http://www. ]
sixthcircuitappellateblog.com/guest-columns/ 1
guest-blog-post-supreme-court-argument-preview-in- ^
case-from-sixth-circuit/.
^ Transcript of Oral Argument at 19 Ortiz v. Jordan, j
No. 09-737. j
1
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THE FEDERAL PUBLIC 
DEFENDER EXTERNSHIP
Preparing Students by Putting Theory into Practice
"One must learn by doing the thing; for 
though you think you know it, you have 
no certainty, until you try."
—Sophocles
Associate 
Professor of Law
Ask any practicing attorney these days, and he or she will 
tell you that the law is no longer an apprenticeship—new 
lawyers need to be ready to hit the ground running when 
they graduate. With the realities of a changing legal 
market, at no time has this been more true than it is 
today. One of Case Western Reserve University School of 
Law's many strengths has long been its focus on 
preparing students for the transition from school to work 
by offering numerous opportunities to put legal theory 
into actual law practice. The law school's externship 
program—where students receive academic credit for 
working in a government or non-profit organization—is a 
key component of this philosophy.
The Federal Public Defender Externship is an excellent 
example of how students, employers, and the school all 
benefit when the academy and the bar take a collaborative 
approach to educating students. The course came about 
several years ago because Dennis Terez, the Federal 
Public Defender for the Northern District of Ohio, believes 
that his office "has an obligation to the legal community 
to do what it can to help educate new lawyers entering 
the profession." When he reached out to the school and 
offered to take several students as externs each semester 
and during the summer, the faculty willingly agreed. The 
course filled a need in our curriculum, and I had worked 
with Mr. Terez when we were both in private practice, so I
knew that he would give the students an experience that 
would be one of the highlights of their legal education.
The kinds of opportunities that students receive during 
the externship cannot be replicated in the classroom. 
According to Amy Cleary, the on-site supervising attorney, 
"the experience an extern receives at our office is limited 
only by his or her desire to learn and contribute to the 
legal process. We treat our externs more like associates 
than externs and, as such, they have contributed 
substantially to our office." Students "have written 
arguments that were included in appellate briefs filed in 
the Sixth Circuit, drafted pretrial motions, and assisted in 
the courtroom with pretrial hearings and trials." One 
extern even travelled with the office to Washington, DC 
last fall to hear oral arguments before the United States 
Supreme Court in one of the office's death penalty cases. 
These real-world lessons make classroom theory come to 
life.
Students also learn to conduct themselves as 
professionals. They acquire workplace habits, become 
problem solvers, and develop a network of mentors. They 
confront ethical and professional responsibility issues and 
see how these issues take shape in real-life experience.
As Mr. Terez says, "The experience pushes young lawyers 
to consider the challenges presented by the myriad legal
issues confronting indigent defendants everyday across this nation. They come to appreciate 
that the challenges of federal criminal defense work are indeed unique."
Student evaluations of the course are consistently outstanding. Patrick Hakes, a current 
third-year student at the law school, believes that "the Federal Defender externship was the 
best academic and practical experience I had in law school. I had the opportunity to practice 
with real attorneys while tackling real legal issues for clients. Working under Research and 
Writing attorneys helped to improve my writing skills. The rest of the staff treated the externs 
as though they were attorneys from day one. Additionally, I was just a few hundred feet from 
the Federal District Court. Seeing outstanding litigators made the job that much more 
interesting. I'm thankful that I had such a great opportunity and I believe what I learned at the 
Federal Defender's Office will make me a better attorney."
Serving as the faculty advisor to the Federal Defender Externship has been rewarding for me 
as well. There is simply no substitute for experience, and I am privileged to facilitate an 
opportunity that can help smooth the way for a student's transition into practice. ■
PROFILE
After more than fifty years at the university,
Dan Clancy '62 retires and reflects on his time at the law school
I have many fond memories from my time at the School of 
Law, dating back to September of 1959 when I enrolled at 
Western Reserve University School of Law after 
graduating from the University of Notre Dame.
I still remember my first day of law school with my 67 
classmates sitting in the Moot Court Room of the old law 
school building on Adalbert Road. Orientation was led by 
Professor Schroeder. Ollie, young and dynamic, did not 
give us the standard "look to your left, look to your right", 
but he did tell us, in his unique way, that this would be a 
new experience, we would be taught to think analytically, 
and that if we intended to succeed we would have to work 
hard.
And work hard, we did. I remember spending long hours in 
the law school's library, our studying being interrupted 
only by activity next door at the Coroner's Office. Law 
school did teach us a new way of thinking and problem 
solving which has been with me through my entire career.
Following law school I spent three years as a Special 
Agent in the F.B.I. At the time I was single and was not 
sure I really wanted to practice law. Several friends, 
graduates of our law school, were working in the Bureau 
as special agents and suggested I apply. I did, was 
accepted and went to Washington and Quantico, Virginia 
for training.
After training, assignments took me, and eventually my 
wife Carol, to Kansas City, Topeka, Kansas, Jacksonville, 
Florida and a special assignment in Alabama. The work 
was interesting, but in three years, we had moved four 
times, were living far from our homes in Cleveland, and I 
wanted to look for something that was in the practice of 
law or at least more law related.
I wrote to Ollie Schroeder, who was then the acting dean 
of the law school, inquiring if he was aware of any legal 
opportunities in Cleveland, He said he wasn't, but that 
there was an open position at the law school in The
►
Dan Clancy '62 with 
some family members 
at the 2010 Alumni & 
Faculty Luncheon 
where he received the 
Centennial Medal.
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Maureen Clancy '90 at her swearing-in for Court of 
Common Pleas Judge with her father, Dan Clancy 
'62, her mother Carol and John (Jay) Coury '90.
Law Alumni Association Board President Paul 
Marcela '81 with Dan Clancy '62 at the Alumni & 
Faculty Luncheon.
Interim Dean Robert Rawson, Jr., Dan Clancy '62 and 
President Barbara Snyder.
Law-Medicine Center. In those days. The 
Law-Medicine Center offered training 
programs for law enforcement officers. 
Since I was interested in law enforcement 
and teaching, I returned to the law school 
in November, 1965 and began working in 
the "cop shop" as the faculty and students 
called it.
The late 1960s turned out to be an 
interesting and exciting time at the law 
school. Shortly after I started working 
there, Lou Toepfer became the dean of the 
school, new faculty such as Lew Katz and 
Leon Cabinet were being added, and plans 
were under way for a new building. It was 
also a time of much turmoil on college 
campuses.
Students were protesting over our 
involvement in Vietnam, and a number of 
the protests became violent. And our 
campus was not exempt. In the Spring of 
1970, the threat of a takeover of Adelbert 
Hall was so serious that the president and 
other high level administrators left 
Adelbert and setup a secret satellite 
location on campus out of which to run the 
university. I was invited to join them 
because of the relationship I had developed 
with the local law enforcement.
Shortly after that, Lou asked me to join the 
law school staff as Assistant Dean. I 
remember handling admissions, financial 
aid and placement, moving into the new 
building in 1972, and establishing the 
Center for Criminal justice with Lew Katz in 
1973.
In my 30 years at the law school, I worked 
for four deans, Lou, Lindsay Cowen, Ernie 
Gellhorn and Peter Gerhart, and for several 
interim deans. Each was innovative and 
took our school to a new level. It was 
wonderful working with these outstanding 
leaders and our outstanding faculty and 
staff, but the highlight that really stands 
out was working with the students.
I think the most satisfaction was helping 
them work through whatever problems 
they might have, be it financial matters, 
exam and class scheduling issues, or 
counseling on grades. I always tried to put 
myself in their shoes to understand their 
issues. And certainly, I always tried to treat 
them the way I would want to be treated. 
The reward was to see their 
accomplishments and to know that I might 
have played a small role in their success.
In 1995,1 left the law school to head-up the 
university's Office of Alumni Relations. It 
was with a heavy heart to leave, but 
university alumni relations was in its 
infancy and offered new and exciting 
challenges.
It has been a wonderful 30 years at the 
Law School, and 15 years in University 
Relations. The support of our students, 
alumni, faculty, deans, university 
administrators and staff, friends, and most 
importantly my family, was critical to 
whatever success I may have had. Thank 
you!
To watch the retirement tribute video visit
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RGSdEKDxpQs
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SCHOOL OF LAW SELECTED BY ABA CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SECTION FOR PROSECUTION AND 
DEFENSE FUNCTION STANDARDS DISCUSSION
- Kevin McMunigal 
Judge Ben C. 
Green Professor 
of Law
The ABA Criminal Justice Section invited the School of Law to host a discussion of proposed 
revisions to the ABA Prosecution and Defense Function Standards. The Standards are an 
important source of guidance for lawyers, judges, and disciplinary authorities in assessing the 
conduct of both prosecutors and defense counsel in criminal cases, and attempt to express a 
consensus view of all segments of the criminal justice community. The ABA Criminal Justice 
Section is revising the Standards and the School of Law is one of approximately 15 schools In 
the country that was asked by the American Bar Association to host a roundtable to discuss 
this revision process.
The School of Law hosted the event on October 29,2010, which was sponsored jointly by the 
law school, its Center for Professional Ethics, and the ABA Criminal Justice Section. Attendees 
included local prosecutors, defense lawyers, as well as federal and state judges, all of whom 
debated several aspects of the Standards Including: prosecutorial disclosure of exculpatory 
information; the use of investigatory deceit; and witness interviews. Professors Michael Benza, 
Robert Lawry, and Kevin McMunigal represented the law school.
Professor Kevin McMunigal was also asked by the ABA Criminal Justice Section to write a 
background paper addressing candor and disclosure relating to the Standards. He was one of 
only 15 academics around the country asked to participate and his paper will be used as part of 
the revision process. ■
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Alumnus Coleman Burke honors faculty mentor with $1.5 million gift
In the spirit of Alumni Weekend, New York Real Estate Attorney Coleman P. Burke 70 returned 
to Case Western Reserve University School of Law on Friday, October 1,2010 to honor his 
personal mentor with a $1.5 million leadership gift. Burke, the Founder and Managing Partner 
of Waterfront Properties, said he wanted to pay tribute to the man who left a significant mark 
on him, and on generations of law students.
The Coleman P. Burke Chair in honor of Professor Leon Cabinet, in the legal areas of tax, trusts, 
and estates, celebrates the teaching career of Cabinet, a member of the faculty since 1968.
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...Most importantly 
he instilled in us a 
sense of fairness, 
integrity and service 
to one's fellow man.
"Professor Cabinet is a gifted teacher who 
didn't just teach the law," said Burke. "He 
engaged us with the material and 
motivated us through questioning and an 
ever-present sense of humor. Most 
importantly, he instilled in us a sense of 
fairness, integrity and service to one's 
fellow man."
Cabinet teaches Corporate Tax, Estate 
Planning and Taxation, Federal Income Tax, 
and Tax Policy at the law school.
"I am both humbled and honored to hold 
this chair bearing Coley Burke’s name.
Coley exemplifies the best of our law 
alumni, and I am pleased to be the 
inaugural chairholder," said Cabinet.
Cabinet continues to be a leader in his field 
and his most recent publication, "Same-Sex 
Divorce; DOMA and the Internal Revenue 
Code," published in the Journal of Taxation 
of Investments, discusses tax issues in 
same-sex divorce which result from 
conflicts between the Defense of Marriage 
Act (DOMA) and the laws of eleven states 
which permit or recognize gay marriage. It 
is believed to be the first article of its kind 
to address these issues. ■
FACULTY BRIEFS
JONATHAN ADLER
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND DIRECTOR OF THE 
CENTER FOR BUSINESS LAW AND 
REGULATION
Publications
"Standing Still In the Roberts Court," 59 Case 
Western Reserve Law Review ^06'\ (2009),
"Taking Property Rights Seriously: The Case of 
Climate Change," reprinted in The Environment: 
Philosophy AND Policy, ed, Ellen Frankel Paul, 
Fred D. Miller, Jr., and Jeffrey Paul (Cambridge 
University Press, 2009).
"The Problems with Precaution: A Principle 
without Principle," Crop Chemophobia: Will 
Precaution Kill the Green Revolution? (J. Entine, 
ed„2010).
Presentations
Presented the paper "Is the Common Law the 
Free Market Solution to Pollution?" at a 
workshop on "Tough Questions for Free 
Market Environmentalism" at the Property & 
Environment Research Center, Bozeman, MT, 
July 21.
Chaired a workshop on "Business Law and 
Regulation in the Roberts Court," sponsored 
by the Center for Business Law and 
Regulation, September 16-17.
Served as discussion leader for a conference 
on "Liberty and the Progress of the Human 
Condition," sponsored by the Property & 
Environment Research Center and Liberty 
Fund, Emigrant, MT, September 30-0ctober 2,
On November 4, Professor Adler served on a 
panel discussing the book. Regulating From 
Nowhere: Environmental Law & the Search for 
Objectivity by Douglas Kysar of Yale Law 
School, sponsored by the American 
Constitution Society in Washington, DC.
On November 9, Professor Adler spoke on 
"The Folly of EPA Over-Regulation," at the 
University of Missouri at Kansas City. The
event was co-sponsored by the UMKC 
student chapter of the Federalist Society and 
the Urban Lawyer\n Kansas City, Missouri.
On November 11, Professor Adler spoke on 
"Conservation without Regulation: A Free 
Market Approach to Environmental 
Protection" before the student chapter of the 
Federalist Society at the Nova Southeastern 
School of Law in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
On November 18, Professor Adler participated 
in a panel discussion on "The Judicial Vacancy 
Crisis," sponsored by the Federal Bar 
Association's northern Ohio chapter.
Professor Adler was invited to testify before 
Congress on January 24 about proposed 
legislation to assert greater legislative control 
over regulatory policy. The Judiciary 
Committee hearing was titled, "The REINS 
Act-Promoting Jobs and Expanding Freedom 
by Reducing Needless Regulations."
Activities
The ABA Journal announced their "Blawg 100" 
-the top 100 law blogs. The blogs are divided 
into various categories and ABA members are 
invited to vote on them. Professor Adler 
contributes to two of the blogs listed (The 
Volokh Conspiracy and National Review 
Online's Bench Memos). Associate Dean 
Jacqueline Lipton contributes to another (The 
Faculty Lounge).
MICHAEL BENZA
VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW 
Presentations
Professor Benza made a presentation at the 
Fifteenth Annual National Federal Habeas 
Corpus Seminar in Cleveland on August 28.
He spoke about: Motion Practice in State 
Post-Conviction and Federal Habeas Corpus 
Litigation - and discussed motion strategies 
in the areas of motions for funds and expert 
services, motions for discovery, motions for
evidentiary hearings, etc.
Professor Benza gave a presentation at the 
Ohio Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 
Annual Death Penalty Seminar. His 
presentation was on "Winning Issues: 
Updates from the Sixth Circuit and the 
Supreme Court of the United States."
JESSICA BERG
PROFESSOR OF LAW & BIOMEDICAL ETHICS; 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE LAW- 
MEDICINE CENTER
Publications
Review of "The Ethics of Consent, eds.
Franklin G. Miller and Alan Wertheimer" 10 
The American Journal of Bioethics 71 (2010).
"What is Left of Charity Care After Health 
Reform?" Hastings Center Report (July- 
August 2010).
Presentations
"Informed Consent In the Emergency Room," 
University Hospitals Department of 
Emergency Medicine, June 17,2010.
Inamori Ethics Prize, Faculty Symposium 
Panel, September 1,2010.
"At the Crossroads of Gender" American 
Society of Bioethics and Humanities Annual 
Meeting, San Diego, October 22,2010.
"When Push Comes to Shove: Social Justice 
and Involuntary Confinement" American 
Public Health Association Annual Meeting, 
Denver, Novembers, 2010.
Activities
Elected to the Executive Committee of the 
Faculty Senate for the 2010-2011 term.
Appointed to the Outside Interest Committee 
for the university for the 2010-2011 term.
Chair-elect of the University Callahan 
Distinguished Lecture Series for the 2010- 
2011 term.
Media
Orlando Sentinel, "Are nonprofit hospitals 
truly not for profit?" July 31,2010.
The Washington Post, "Nonprofit hospitals 
juggle earnings with charity mission" August 
29, 2010.
Seeking law student interns or permanent hires?
The CSO will post your opportunities on our online job database available to law students 
and alumni. To view or post job opportunities contact lawrecruiting(g)case.edu.
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HIStalk, Health IT News, Interview on 
nonprofit hospitals, September 2010.
90.3 Sound of Ideas, Award of Inamorl Ethics 
Prize to Stan Brock, September 1,2010.
GEORGE DENT, JR.
SCHOTT-VAN DEN EYNDEN PROFESSOR OF 
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS LAW
Publications
Professor Dent's paper, "Straight Is Better: 
Why Law and Society May Legitimately Prefer 
Heterosexuality," was published in the March 
issue of the Texas Review of Law & Politics 
and was on the top ten download lists for 
several SSRN journals.
"Perry v. Schwarzenegger. Is Traditional 
Marriage Unconstitutional?," forthcoming in 
Engage: The Journal of the Federalist Society's 
Practice Groups.
"The Official Ideology of American Law 
Schools," forthcoming in Academic Questions.
Presentations
Professor Dent participated in a debate on 
same-sex marriage before the Scanlon Inn of 
Court in Akron on November 17,2010.
Professor Dent organized and moderated a 
"Hot Topics" program at the Association of 
American Law Schools meeting at the San 
Francisco Hilton on Ideological Diversity and 
Discrimination in American Law Schools on 
January 6, 2011.
Professor Dent participated in a panel 
discussion, "Prop.8 and the Future of 
Same-Sex Marriage," hosted by the Northeast 
Ohio Chapter of the American Constitution 
Society at the Cleveland-Marshall College of 
Law on January 18,2011.
Activities
On October 1,2010 Professor Dent presided 
over the annual meeting of the Ohio 
Association of Scholars, the state chapter of 
the National Association of Scholars. At the 
meeting he was re-elected president of the 
OAS for 2010-11.
Professor Dent's opinion piece, Potemkin 
Admissions: Law Professors Propose to Hide 
LSATData, was published on the National 
Association of Scholars blog, http://nasblog.org.
Media
Professor Dent was a guest on the Bob 
Frantz radio show on WTAM on February 20, 
and he discussed the new study showing race 
discrimination in admissions at Ohio State 
and Miami University.
JONATHAN ENTIN
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Publications
Professor Entin's article, "Responding to 
Political Corruption: Some Institutional 
Considerations," appears in the Winter 2011 
issue of the Loyola University Chicago Law 
Journal. This article is a revised and expanded 
version of a presentation that he made at an 
April 2010 conference on "The Scandal of 
Political Corruption and the Law's Response."
Professor Entin's article, "Getting What You 
Pay For: Judicial Compensation and Judicial 
Independence," will appear in the Utah Law 
Review. This article is a revised and expanded 
version of a presentation that he made at an 
October 2010 international conference on 
"Judicial Independence in Times of Crisis."
Professor Entin's article, "Of Squares and 
Uncouth Twenty-Eight-Sided Figures: 
Reflections on Gomllllon v. Lightfoot After 
Half a Century," appeared in the fall 2010 
symposium issue of the Washburn Law 
Journal that focuses on political 
powerlessness and constitutional 
interpretation. Gomilllon, the Tuskegee 
gerrymandering case, was argued in the 
Supreme Court by Fred Gray '54.
Professor Entin's commentary, "Law School 
Clinics and the First Amendment," will appear 
in the Case Western Reserve Law Review. An 
earlier version was presented at the law 
review's November 2010 symposium on 
government speech.
Professor Entin's essay on Justice Harry 
Blackmun will appear in the Encyclopedia of 
Mathematics and Society.
Presentations
On September 1, Professor Entin spoke at the 
City Club on the topic "Has the Ohio 
Constitution Been Hijacked?" That program 
subsequently aired on WCPN.
On September 3, Professor Entin and 
Professor Adler spoke about the upcoming 
Supreme Court'term at the CWRU Public 
Affairs Discussion Group.
On November 15, Professor Entin spoke at a 
BLSA program commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of Gomillion v. Lightfoot.
On November 18, Professor Entin moderated 
a program on "The Judicial Vacancy Crisis" 
that was sponsored by the Northern District 
of Ohio Chapter of the Federal Bar 
Association. Other participants included 
Judge Karen Nelson Moore of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Judge Dan 
Polster of the U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Ohio, and Professor 
Jonathan Adler.
PETER FRIEDMAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEGAL ANALYSIS 
AND WRITING
Publications
Lewis Hyde's acclaimed book. Common as Air: 
Revolution, Art, and Ownership quotes an article 
of Professor Friedman's that will be published 
in a forthcoming issue of the Mercer Law 
Reviewar\h that Friedman originally 
presented at the Con/Texts of Invention 
Conference held at the law school several 
years ago (this also featured some of Martha 
Woodmansee's work).
Presentations
Professor Friedman presented his article, 
'What is a Judicial Author?”, at a conference 
on "How Legal Rhetoric Shapes the Law: 
Pedagogy, Theory, Practice" at American 
University Washington College of Law on 
October 15,2010.
LEON GABINET
PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
"Same-Sex Divorce: DOMA and the Internal 
Revenue Code," Journal of Taxation of 
Investments (Summer 2010). The article 
discusses tax issues in same-sex divorce 
which result from conflicts between the 
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) and the laws 
of eleven states which permit or recognize
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gay marriage. It is believed to be the first 
article of its kind to address these issues.
PAULGIANNELLI
ALBERT]. WEATHERHEAD III AND RICHARD 
W. WEATHERHEAD PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
"Scientific Fraud," 46 Crim. L. Bull. 1313 (2010).
"Comparative Bullet Lead Analysis: A 
Retrospective," 47 Crim. L. Bull._(in press).
"Microscopic Hair Comparisons: A Cautionary 
Tale," 46 Crim. L. Bull. 531 (2010).
"Forensic Science: Why No Research?," 38 
Fordham Urban L.J. 503 (2011).
"Independent Crime Laboratories:The 
Problem of Motivational and Cognitive Bias," 
2010 Utah Law Reviewlhl (symposium).
"Daubert and Forensic Science: The Pitfalls of 
Law Enforcement Control of Scientific 
Research," 2111 Illinois L. Rev. 53.
"Scientific Evidence in Criminal Prosecutions: 
A Retrospective," 75 Brooklyn Law Review 
1137 (2010) (symposium in honor of Margaret 
Berger).
"Ballistics Evidence Under Fire," 25 Criminal 
7ust/ce 50 (Fall 2010).
"Cognitive Bias in Forensic Science," 25 
Criminal Justice 6^ (Summer 2010).
"'Reasonable Scientific Certainty': A Phrase in 
Search of a Meaning," 25 CriminalJusticeBJ 
(Spring 2010).
"The National Academy of Sciences Report: A 
Challenge to Forensic Science," 24 Criminal 
Just/ce 4 (Winter 2010),
Baldwin's Ohio Practice, Evidence (West Co. 2d 
ed. 2010) (2 volumes).
ABA'S NATIONAL 
APPELLATE ADVOCACY 
COMPETITION
School of Law students advanced to 
the "Sweet Sixteen" (out of 32 teams 
that competed) and were seeded third, 
with a 3-0 record.
Problems in Evidence (West Co. 5th ed. 2011) 
(with Broun & Mosteller).
Chapters
"Forensic Identification Science," in Federal 
Judicial Center & National Academy of Sciences, 
Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence (3d ed. 
2010) (under peer review).
Revisions & Supplements
Ohio Juvenile Law (West 2010 rev.) (with 
Salvador),
2010 Supplement, Courtroom Criminal Evidence 
(Lexis Co.) (4th ed. 2005) (2 volumes) (with 
Imwinkelried, Gilligan & Lederer).
2010 Supplement, Scientific Evidence (Lexis Co. 
4th ed. 2007) (2 volumes) (with Imwinkelried).
Rules of Evidence Handbook (West 2010).
Ohio Criminal Laws and Rules (West Co. 2009 
rev.) (with Katz).
Presentations
Speaker, ABA Criminal Justice Section, 
Prescriptions Criminal Justice Forensics, 
Fordham Law School, June 4,2010.
Speaker, Cutting Edge Issues in Science and 
the Law, Ohio Judicial Conference, Columbus, 
OH, Sept. 9, 2010.
Speaker, National Academy of Sciences Report, 
Wisconsin Association of Criminal Defense 
Lawyers, Wisconsin Dells, Oct, 9,2010.
RICHARD GORDON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
Professor Gordon's paper, "Losing the War 
Against Dirty Money: Rethinking Global 
Standards on Preventing Money Laundering 
and Terrorism Financing," 21 Duke J. Comp. &
Int'l L._(2011) was one of the top ten
downloads in international law. Visit http:// 
papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1600348.
BRIAN GRAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND 
LAW; FACULTY ASSOCIATE OF THE CENTER 
FOR POLICY STUDIES
Activities
Professor Gran has been awarded a grant
from the U.S. National Science Foundation. 
This grant will support his research to 
develop an international measure of 
children's rights.
JONGROETZINGER.JR.
VISITING PROFESSOR OF LAW AND DIRECTOR 
OF CHINESE LEGAL PROGRAMS
Presentations
Professor Groetzinger gave a webinar on 
"Complying with the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act: Recent Trends and Best 
Practices," sponsored by Compliance Online. 
The webinar is available at http://www. 
complianceonline.com/ecommerce/control/ 
trainingFocus?product_id=701771
Media
"Case Western Reserve's School of Law inks 
pacts with three law schools in China," Crain's 
Cleveland Business, July 16,2010.
Professor Groetzinger was featured in the 
February issue of Ethikos, a publication that 
examines ethical and compliance issues in 
business. He discussed anti-bribery law 
compliance and enforcement trends in the 
U.S. and U.K.
JESSIE HILL
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND ASSOCIATE 
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR SOCIAL 
JUSTICE
Publications
"Abortion as Health Care," Am. J. Bioethics,
Vol. 10, No. 12 Dec. 2010, at 48 (open peer 
commentary).
"Property and the Public Forum: An Essay on 
Christian Legal Society v. Martinez" 6 Duke J. 
Const. L. & Pub. Pol'yAB (2010) (invited 
symposium contribution to special online 
issue).
"Introduction: Reproductive Rights, Human 
Rights, and The Human Right to Health," 60
Case W. Res. L. Rev._(forthcoming 2010)
(symposium introduction).
"A Radically Immodest Judicial Modesty:The 
End of Facial Challenges to Abortion 
Regulations and the Future of the Health
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Exception in the Roberts Era," 59 Case l/V. Res. 
L. Rev. 997 (2009) (invited symposium 
contribution).
Presentations
(Disjowning Religious Speech, Southeastern 
Association of Law Schools (SEALS) Annual 
Meeting, Palm Beach, Florida (August 2010).
"Children and the Right to Bodily Integrity 
Before and After Employment Division v. 
Smith," Symposium on Twenty Years After 
Employment Division v. Smith, Cardozo Law 
School, October 6-8,2010 (sponsored by the 
Floersheimer Center for Constitutional 
Democracy, Jacob Burns Institute for 
Advanced Legal Studies & the Cardozo Law 
Review). Papers will be published in the 
Cardozo Law Review.
SHARONA HOFFMAN
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND BIOETHICS; 
CO-DIRECTOR OF THE LAW-MEDICINE 
CENTER
Publications
"The Importance of Immutability" forthcoming 
in the William & Mary Law Review.
"Meaningful Use and Certification of Health 
Information Technology: What About Safety?" 
39 Journal of Law Medicine & Ethics 77 
(co-authored with Andy Podgurski).
"Electronic Health Records and Research: 
Privacy vs. Scientific Priorities," 10 The 
American Journal of Bioethics 19 (2010).
Presentations
"Health Information Law and Technology," 
Using Law, Policy, and Research to Improve 
the Public's Health National Conference, 
Atlanta, Georgia, September 13,2010.
"The Importance of Immutability," Labor and 
Employment Law Colloquium, Washington 
University, St. Louis, Missouri, September 2A, 
2010.
"Health Information Technology," Innovation, 
Business & Law Colloquium: Health Care 
Reform Act, University of Iowa College of Law, 
Iowa City, Iowa, October 7,2010.
"E-Health Hazards: Legal & Ethical 
Implications of EMR Use," Summa Health 
System, Akron, Ohio, October 1A, 2010.
Professor Hoffman was an invited speaker at 
Yale Law School on October 29,2010. She 
was a panelist at the Privacy and Innovation 
Symposium, sponsored by the Yale Law 
School Information Society Project. Her 
thought piece, "Privacy and E-Health 
Innovation," was published in conference 
proceedings, http://www.law.yale.edu/ 
documents/pdf/ISP/Hoff man_Yale_EHR.pdf.
"E-Health Hazards: Provider Liability and 
Electronic Health Record Systems," Labor and 
Employment Relations Association Annual 
Meeting, Denver, CO, January 7, 2011.
"The Promise of E-Health: Patient Safety, 
Provider Liability, and Health Information 
Technology," American Health Lawyers 
Association lunch speaker. Las Vegas,
Nevada, February 10,2011.
Professor Hoffman was invited to be a 
session leader at a workshop on Electronic 
Health Record Research Priorities conducted 
by the National Institutes of Health National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute on March 
10-11,2011. She presented a talk entitled 
"De-ldentified EHRs & Research: Privacy v. 
Scientific Priorities."
Activities
Professor Hoffman was elected for a second 
term to the Board of Directors of the Public 
Health Law Association.
Treasurer, Privacy & Defamation Section, 
Association of American Law Schools, 
2011-2012,
Media
"Electronic Medical Records and Liability Risk," 
Wall Street Journal Health Blog, July 2,2010.
"E-Health Flaws Could Increase Legal Liability," 
Bloomberg Businessweek, J uly 13,2010.
"FDA, Obama Digital Medical Records Team at 
Odds Over Safety Oversight," Huffington Post, 
August 4, 2010, http://www.huffingtonpost. 
com/2010/08/04/fda-obama-digital- 
medical_n_670036.html.
ERIK JENSEN
DAVID L, BRENNAN PROFESSOR OF LAW 
Publications
"Murphy v. Internal Revenue Service, the 
Meaning of 'Income,' and Sky-ls-Falling Tax
NATIONAL MOOT 
COURT COMPETITION 
ACHIEVEMENTS
At the 2010 regional competition CWRU 
was the only school to have two teams 
advance to the semi-finals. The teams 
placed second and fourth with one student 
winning Best Oralist. The second place 
team advanced to the national finals in 
New York City, where they advanced to Day 
3, the "Sweet Sixteen" round. Over 190 law 
schools from around the country competed 
in this competition.
2011 DEAN DUNMORE MOOT COURT 
COMPETITION FEATURES THREE 
FEDERAL JUDGES
The School of Law was honored to have 
three federal judges serve at our moot 
court finals this March including: Benita 
Pearson, Dan Polster and Helene White. 
The law school is grateful to them and to 
the many alumni who serve as judges at 
our moot court competition.
Commentary," 60 Case Western Reserve Law 
Review ISJ (2010),
"The Individual Mandate and the Taxing 
Power," 37 Northern Kentucky Law Review 
no. 3 (2011) (forthcoming).
"Quirky Constitutional Provisions Matter: The 
Tonnage Clause, Polar Tankers, and State 
Taxation of Commerce," 18 George Mason 
Law Review no. 3 (2011) (forthcoming).
"Codification of the Economic Substance 
Doctrine," fourrra/ of Taxation of Investments, 
Winter 2011, at 87.
"Justice Scalia Nodded," 13 The Green Bag, 2d 
378(2010).
"Prepositions in the Constitution," 14 The 
Green Bag, 2d 163 (2011).
Presentations
Professor Jensen was on panels before the 
Committee on Sales, Exchanges, and Basis of 
the ABA Section of Taxation in May 
(Washington) and September (Toronto).
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Professor Jensen presented his paper "The 
Individual Mandate and the Taxing Power" at 
a symposium on "Flealth Care Reform and the 
Constitution: The Constitutionality of the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act," 
at the Chase College of Law, Northern 
Kentucky University, on October 16,2010. He 
also spoke on that topic in November on the 
current developments panel of the Cleveland 
Tax Institute.
On December 15,2010, Professor Jensen was 
the only speaker at a full-day program on 
American income taxation at Queens' College, 
Cambridge, sponsored by the Centre for Tax 
Law of the University of Cambridge.
Activities
Professor Jensen was named to the Tax Facts 
Editorial Advisory Board, the results from 
which are found in 2011 Tax Facts on 
Investments and 2011 Tax Facts on Insurance 
and Employee Benefits.
LEWIS KATZ
JOHN C. HUTCHINS PROFESSOR OF LAW 
AND DIRECTOR, FOREIGN GRADUATE LEGAL 
STUDIES
Presentations
Professor Katz spoke on Saturday, November 
20 in Ford Auditorium during Plenary Session 
II: Criminal Justice for the program 'Social 
Justice, Race, and Profiling: An 
Intergenerational Think Tank.'
JULIET KOSTRITSKY
EVERETT D. AND EUGENIA S. McCURDY 
PROFESSOR OF CONTRACT LAW
Presentations
Professor Kostritsky presented a paper on 
"Consequentialism and Contract 
Interpretation" at Florida State University on 
November A, 2010.
Professor Charles Fried of Harvard and 
Suffolk University's Law School and 
Department of Philosophy invited Professor 
Kostritsky to present a paper at a symposium 
at Suffolk Law School. The Symposium was 
entitled "Contract as Promise After Thirty 
Years: The Future of Contract Theory." She 
presented her paper on "Contract as Promise 
and Contract Interpretation" on March 25,
2011 .Other panelists included: Robert Scott,
Avery Katz, Richard Craswell, Jody Kraus, Lisa 
Bernstein, Carol Sanger, Jean Braucher, Henry 
Smith, Nathan Oman, Roy Kreitner, Gregory 
Klass, Curtis Bridgeman, Seana Shiffrin, John 
Goldberg, Tim Scanlong and Rachel Arnow- 
Richman.
Professor Kostritsky continues to chair the 
Legal Theory Workshop Series. Speakers this 
spring include: Prof. Avery Katz(Columbia), 
George Cohen(UVa.) Tahirih LeefFSU), Shawn 
Bayern (FSU), Saul Levmore (U.Chicago) and 
Lior Strahilevitz (Chicago).
CATHERINE LACROIX
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
Professor LaCroix's article, "Urban Agriculture 
and Other Green Uses: Remaking the 
Shrinking City," is the lead article in the 
Spring 2010 issue of The Urban LawyeriFI 
Urb. Law. 225 (2010). This article has also 
been selected for inclusion in the 2011 
Zoning and Planning Law Handbook 
published by Thomson Reuters.
A commentary, "Urban Green Uses: The New 
Renewal," is scheduled to be published in the 
May 2011 issue of Planning and Environmental 
Law (American Planning Association).
ROBERT LAWRY
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
Publications
Professor Lawry recently published a chapter, 
"The Law and Ethics of Lawyers' Conflict of 
Interest," in a book entitled Trust and Integrity 
IN Biomedical Research, edited by Thomas H. 
Murray and Josephine Johnston, Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010.
JACQUELINE LIPTON
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH; PROFESSOR 
OF LAW; CO-DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR 
LAW, TECHNOLOGY AND THE ARTS; AND 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE FREDERICK K. 
COX INTERNATIONAL LAW CENTER
Publications
"Bad Faith in Cyberspace: Grounding Domain 
Name Theory in Trademark, Property, and 
Restitution," 23 Harvard Journal of Law and 
Technology hU7 (2010).
"Combating Cyber-Victimization," Berkeley 
Technology Law Journal, forthcoming 2011.
"Cyberspace Exceptionalism and the Role of 
Intent in Copyright Law," Vanderbilt Journal of 
Entertainment and Technology Law, 
forthcoming, 2011 (solicited, symposium 
edition).
"Moral Rights and Supernatural Fiction: 
Authorial Dignity and the New Moral Rights 
Agendas," forthcoming, Fordham Intellectual 
Property, Media & Entertainment Law 
iourna/, 2010 (solicited).
"What Blogging Might Teach About 
Cybernorms," A Akron Intellectual Property 
Journal 239 (2010) (solicited, symposium 
issue).
"Cyber-Victimisation and the First 
Amendment," 8A Australian Law Journal 7A8 
(2010).
"Mapping Online Privacy," 104 Northwestern 
University Law Review A77 (2010) (solicited, 
symposium edition).
"Copyright's Twilight Zone: Digital Copyright 
Lessons from the Vampire Blogosphere," 70 
Maryland L Revi (2010).
Presentations
Jacqueline Lipton, Cyberspace Exceptionalism 
and the Role of Intent in Copyright Law, 
presented at "Where Do We Go From Here?
JOIN OUR FALL INTERVIEW PROGRAM
There are many ways to recruit our law students, including our off campus interview 
programs in Chicago, Washington, DC, Boston, Los Angeles, and New York. We invite 
employers to interview on campus or collect resumes from our students. For more 
information or to register, please contact the CSO at lawrecruiting(g)case.edu.
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The Evolution of Entertainment Law and 
Industry in the New World," Vanderbilt 
University Law School, September 28,2010.
Activities
The ABA iourna/announced their "Blawg 100" 
-the top 100 law blogs. The blogs are divided 
into various categories and ABA members are 
invited to vote on them. Professor Adler 
contributes to two of the blogs listed (The 
Volokh Conspiracy and National Review 
Online's Bench Memos). Associate Dean 
Jacqueline Lipton contributes to another (The 
Faculty Lounge).
KENNETH MARGOLIS
PROFESSOR; DIRECTOR OF THE CASEARC 
INTEGRATED LAWYERING SKILLS PROGRAM; 
CO-DIRECTOR OF THE MILTON A. KRAMER 
LAW CLINIC CENTER
Presentations
Professor Margolis was part of a panel 
discussing the prospects for Universal Clinical 
Education at the Clinical Theory Workshop held 
at New York Law School and the Clinical Law 
Review Writer's Workshop held at New York 
University School of Law on October 1 & 2,2010.
Professor Margolis gave a plenary address at 
the Inaugural Conference on Canadian Clinical 
Legal Education held at the University of 
Western Ontario Law School on October 23, 
2010. The topic was "Designing a Law School 
Clinical Program in the Carnegie/Best 
Practices Era."
Professor Margolis participated in a 
presentation on November 6,2010 at the 
Midwest Clinical Law Teacher's Conference 
held at Northwestern University School of Law 
entitled "The Role of Clinical Legal Education in 
a Practice and Profession Ready Curriculum."
KEVIN McMUNIGAL
JUDGE BEN C. GREEN PROFESSOR OF LAW 
Activities
Professor McMunigal was one of 15 academics 
in the country who was asked to write a 
background paper on issues of candor and 
disclosure in the ABA Prosecution and Defense 
Function Standards. Professor McMunigal also 
nnoderated a roundtable discussion about the 
Standards on October 29,2010. Local 
prosecutors, defense lawyers, as well as state
and federal judges were invited to attend this 
closed session. The School of Law is one of 
approximately 15 schools in the U.S. that was 
asked by the American Bar Association to host 
such a roundtable.
MAXWELL MEHLMAN
ARTHUR E. PETER5ILGE PROFESSOR OF LAW 
AND DIRECTOR OF THE LAW-MEDICINE 
CENTER; PROFESSOR OF BIOETHICS, SCHOOL 
OF MEDICINE
Publications
Modern Eugenics and the Law in A Century of 
Eugenics in America 219-2A0 (Paul Lombardo ed. 
Indiana Univ. Press 2010).
"Ethical and Legal Issues in Enhancement 
Research in Human Subjects," 20 Cambridge 
Quarterly of Bioethics 30-A5 (2011) (with 
Berg, Juengst, and Kodish).
Presentations
Can Humans Survive Evolutionary 
Engineering? Conference on Transforming 
Humanity: Fantasy, Dream, Nightmare? 
University of Pennsylvania Center for 
Neuroscience and Society, Dec. A, 2010.
"Biomedically Enhanced Warfighters," 
International Society of Military Ethics, San 
Diego, California, January 27,2011.
"How Do We Know If One Pill Makes You 
Smarter? Ethical, Regulatory, and Policy 
Issues in Enhancement Research," Yale 
Interdisciplinary Center for Bioethics,
February 16,2011.
Activities
Professor Mehiman is the co-investigator on 
a grant entitled "Enhanced Warfighters: Risk, 
Ethics c& Policy," which has been funded by 
the Greenwall Foundation for nine months 
beginningon January 1,2011.
DAVID MILLS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW 
Activities
In November 2010, Professor Mills argued 
Ortiz V. Jordan before the Supreme Court of 
the United States, and the Court ruled 
unanimously in favor of his client.
CRAIG NARD
TOM J.E. AND BETTE LOU WALKER PROFESSOR
OF LAW; FOUNDING DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER 
FOR LAW, TECHNOLOGY AND THE ARTS
Activities
Professor Nard was awarded a Stem CeU 
Ethics Faculty Fellowship by the CWRU Stem 
Cell Ethics Center.
ANDREW POLLIS
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW 
Publications
Professor Pollis' article, "The Need for 
Interlocutory Appellate Review in Multidistrict 
Litigation," will be published in the Fordham 
Law Review\n March 2011. He recently 
presented the article at CWRU, the University 
of Toledo, the University of Maryland, and the 
Northeast Ohio Scholarship Colloquium.
The 2010-11 edition of Professor Pollis' book, 
Ohio Appellate Practice (co-authored with Judge 
Mark P. Painter), was also published in the 
fall of 2010,
Activities
Professor Pollis' recent service to the profession 
includes his continued work as counsel to the 
Appellate Rules Subcommittee of the Ohio 
Supreme Court Commission on the Rules of 
Practice and Procedure. In that capacity he has 
drafted proposed amendments to the Ohio 
Rules of Appellate Procedure that are slated to 
go into effect on July 1,2011. Professor Pollis 
also has been appointed co-chair of the ABA 
Section of Litigation Consumer & Civil Rights 
Litigation Committee. And he continues to 
serve as Chair of the Cleveland Metropolitan 
Bar Association Appellate Courts Committee 
and as a member of the Court Rules 
Committee and MDL/Class Action Task Force.
In November 2010, Professor Pollis appeared 
in the United States Supreme Court as 
co-counsel to Adjunct Professor David Mills in 
Ortiz V. Jordan, a case in which the Court ruled 
unanimously in favor of their client. This was 
Professor Pollis' second time before the Court.
On December 15 Professor Pollis moderated 
a panel of three judges for a CLE teleconference 
for the National Business Institute. The title 
of the CLE was: "As Judges See It: Top 10 
Objection Mistakes."
Effective July 1,2011, Professor Pollis will be 
an Assistant Professor of Law.
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CASSANDRA BURKE ROBERTSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
"A Collaborative Model of Offshore Legal
Outsourcing," 43 Ariz. St. L.j.__
(forthcoming 2011).
"Transnational Litigation and Institutional 
Choice," 51 B.C. L. Rev. 1081 (2010),
Presentations
"Theory and Practice in Offshore Legal 
Outsourcing," International Legal Ethics 
Conference IV (co-sponsored by the Stanford 
Center on the Legal Profession and the ABA 
Center for Professional Responsibility) (July 
16,2010).
"A Collaborative Model of Offshore Legal 
Outsourcing," Michigan State University 
(October 1,2010).
Media
Professor Robertson was interviewed for an 
ABA Journal Podcast entitled "What Today's 
Outsourcing Boom Means for Legal Practice."
Professor Robertson's research on legal 
process outsourcing was featured in the 
December issue of Outsource Magazine in an 
article examining risk assessment and 
mitigation in offshore legal outsourcing.
MATTHEW ROSSMAN
PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
In 2010, Professor Rossman orchestrated the 
release of three white papers by the Urban 
Development Lab, a law school course that he 
co-teaches with Prof. Catherine LaCroix, to 
local community groups and government 
officials:
1.)Tax Increment Financing in Cleveland, a 
study on the use of TIF as an economic 
development mechanism in Cleveland over the 
past decade. Prof, Rossman co-authored this 
paper with CWRU law students Jason Krai (JD
2009) and Alexander McElroy (JD 2010).
2. ) Pooling Tax Increment Financing for 
Redevelopment in Cleveland: The Las Vegas 
Model, an exploration of how TIF is pooled 
across entire neighborhoods in other states 
and how this model might be implemented in 
Ohio's urban areas. Prof. Rossman co­
authored this paper with Benjamin Cooper 
(JD2010).
3. ) A Community Legal Guide to the Cuyahoga 
County Land Bank, an examination of 
Cuyahoga County's recently enacted land 
bank as a mechanism for addressing vacant 
and abandoned buildings. Adam Morris (JD
2010) was the author of this Legal Guide;
Prof. Rossman and Mimi Woelper(JD2011) 
served as editors.
Presentations
Professor Rossman was a panelist at the Net 
Impact Conference, hosted by the University 
of Michigan's Ross School of Business, on 
October 28,2010. The panel was entitled: 
Jumpstarting Change: Building Legal and 
Regulatory Frameworks that Spur Urban 
Community Development.
Professor Rossman was a panelist at a 
program hosted by the Foundation Center of 
Cleveland on November 2,2010, The panel 
was entitled: Before You Seek a Grant: A 
Checklist for New Nonprofits.
Activities
During the Fall 2010 semester. Professor 
Rossman served as a member of the 
Business Working Group of the Global 
Cleveland Initiative. This was one of three 
working groups charged with formulating a 
plan to launch an international welcome 
center in Cleveland.
MICHAELSCHARF
JOHN DEAVER DRINKO-BAKER & HOSTETLER 
PROFESSOR OF LAW; DIRECTOR OF THE 
FREDERICK K. COX INTERNATIONAL LAW
CENTER; U.S. DIREaOR OF THE CANADA-U.S.
LAW INSTITUTE; AND DIRECTOR OF THE HENRY 
T. KING, JR. WAR CRIMES RESEARCH OFFICE
Publications
Professor Scharf's article, "Seizing the Grotian 
Moment: Accelerated Formation of 
Customary International Law in Times of 
Fundamental Change," was published as the 
lead article in 43(3) Cornell International Law 
Vourna/439-469 (2010).
Professor Scharf's chapter (with Mike Newton), 
"Terrorism and Crimes Against Humanity" was 
published in Forging a Convention for Crimes 
Against Humanity 262-278(Sadat, ed.,
Cambridge University Press, 2011).
Proessor Scharf's chapter, "Self-representation 
of the Accused before International Tribunals:
An Absolute Right or a Qualified Privilege?" 
was published in Research Handbook on 
International Criminal Law (Brown, ed., Edward 
Elgar Publishing, 2011).
Professor Scharf's chapter, "Joint Criminal 
Enterprise, the Nuremberg Precedent, and the 
Concept of 'Grotian Moment,"' was published 
in Accountability for Collective Wrongdoing 
(Isaacs and Vernon, eds, Cambridge University 
Press, 2010).
Professor Scharf's chapter, "Application of 
Joint Criminal Enterprise Liability to the 
Proceedings of the Cambodia Genocide j
Tribunal," was published in Collective Violence 
and International Criminal Justice (Alette 
Smeulers, ed, Intersentia, 2010). '
Professor Scharf's chapter (with Margaux
Day), "The ad hoc international criminal
tribunals: Launching a new era of
accountability" was published in the
Handbook of International Criminal Law |
(William Schabas, ed, Routledge, 2010).
Professor Scharf's Keynote Address at a 
Michigan State Symposium entitled "Is There 
a War on Terror? Torture, Rendition,
Guantanamo, and Obama's Preventive ^
LAW SCHOOL OFFERS UNIQUE LLM. PROGRAM IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW
With the proliferation of war crimes tribunals, and the growing number of major war crimes and terrorism prosecutions around the world. 
International Criminal Law has become one of the fastest growing and highest profile areas of law. Taught by leading experts in the field, the Case 
Western Reserve University LLM. in International Criminal Law will equip students who hold a degree in law to practice international criminal law 
before international tribunals or national courts. This program provides students with an in-depth knowledge of international criminal law and 
procedure, international humanitarian law, and national security law. For more information visit law.case.edu/lnternational-Criminal-Law-LLM
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Detention," was published in 19 (1) Michigan 
State Journai of internationai Law (2010).
Presentations
Professor Scharf served as a panelist and 
discussed, "The International Criminal Court 
After Kampala: Should the United States 
Change its Relationship with the ICC?" for the 
Federalist Society's International and National 
Security Law Practice Group on July 12 at the 
National Press Club in Washington, DC.
Professor Scharf spoke on a panel at the 
International Law Association's "International 
Law Weekend" in New York City on October 
23,2010.
Professor Scharf spoke on "Causes of Conflict" 
at the 2010 International Peace & War 
Summit organized by the Inamori 
International Center for Ethics and Excellence 
at CWRU on October 28,2010. The panel was 
televised on C-SPAN on January 1 and A, 2011.
Professor Scharf spoke at the Conference 
"Road from Kampala" at Duke University 
School of Law on November 13,2010.
Professor Scharf was invited by the Rwandan 
National Commission for the Fight Against 
Genocide to serve as a keynote speaker in the 
Rwanda National Conference on the 62nd 
anniversary of the Genocide Convention 
entitled, "The Genocide Convention Under 
Siege? The Cases of the UN Mapping Report 
on the DRC and Darfur," on December 9 -10, 
2010 in Kigali, Rwanda.
Professor Scharf spoke at a conference 
entitled "Law and U.S. Foreign Policy; 
Perspectives on 80 Years of the Legal Adviser," 
at Georgetown Law School on March 3,2011.
Activities
In December 2010, Professor Scharf traveled 
to Mombasa, Kenya, to meet with the Chief 
Judge of the Kenya Piracy Court, and to 
Nairobi, Kenya, to meet with the Kenya Truth 
Commission.
TED STEINBERG
ADELINE BARRY DAVEE DISTINGUISHED 
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AND PROFESSOR 
OF LAW
Activities
Professor Steinberg is the recipient of a 2010 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
Fellowship for University Teachers. The grant 
is to support his research on the ecological 
history of the New York metropolitan area.
DANIEL UJCZO
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW 
AND MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE CANADA- 
UNITED STATES LAW INSTITUTE
Presentations
Professor Ujczo participated in the Advisory 
Committee on Commercial Operations of the 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection Meeting 
hosted by U.S. CBP-Commissioner A. Bersin 
on August A, 2010 in Detroit, Ml.
Professor Ujczo chaired the Borders & 
Logistics Committee panel at the Great Lakes 
Manufacturing Council Forum held in 
Montreal, QC on November 1-2,2010.
Professor Ujczo presented at the Association 
of American Law Schools (AALS) 2011 Annual 
Meeting on the panel styled "North American 
Border Issues" sponsored by the North 
American Cooperation Committee on January 
5-8,2011 in San Francisco, CA.
Awards
Professor Ujczo received the 2010 Distinguished 
Recent Graduate Award from the Case Western 
Reserve University Law Alumni Association on 
November 12,2010 in Cleveland, OH.
ROBERT WAGNER
VISITING PROFESSOR OF LAW
Publications
Professor Wagner's article "Gordon Gekko to 
the Rescue?: Insider Trading as a Tool to Combat 
Accounting Fraud" was selected as one of the 
winners of the 2011 Young Legal Scholars 
Paper Competition of the Federalist Society.
He presented the article at their Faculty 
Conference in January in San Francisco.
MARTHA WOODMANSEE
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AND LAW
Presentations
Professor Woodmansee organized a 
workshop on "Geographies of Intellectual 
Property" which took place September 2A-25 
at American University in Washington, DC.
This was the second annual workshop of the 
International Society for the History and 
Theory of Intellectual Property, of which she 
is a founding director (http://www.ishtip.org).
Professor Woodmansee spoke on "The 
Mischievous Author Trope" in copyright at the 
inaugural meeting of the EU-funded 
interdisciplinary HERA project "Of Authorship 
and Originality." The meeting was held 
October 30 at Cambridge University.
CLASS OF 2013 
BRINGS GREATER 
ACADEMIC STRENGTH 
AND DIVERSITY
The class of 2013 comes to the 
School of Law with the strongest 
credentials of any class in the last 
15 years. The median LSAT for the 
class is two points higher than the 
prior year and the median 
undergraduate GPA is up from 3.47 
to 3.50. In addition, we celebrate 
the diversity of the class, including 
221 students of color and 3% 
international students.
2 Total Applications
lass Size
Women
inorities
verage Age
n-Ohio Residents
edian LSAT
edian GPA
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School of Law welcomes
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor
C
ase Western Reserve University School of Law, in conjunction
with The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland, was honored to host The 
Honorable Sonia Sotomayor, Associate Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court, in a private Q & A session with our law students. 
The event was held on Thursday, September 9 and over 400 students 
attended, justice Sotomayor was very thoughtful and engaging in her 
dialogue with the students, and spent over an hour answering questions 
on a wide variety of legal subjects. She was a truly eloquent speaker who 
left an indelible impact and inspired the entire audience. ■
Pictures are c/o The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland
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Case Western Reserve 
University School of Law's 
Ohio bar passage rate 
for all test takers
state
Our law school graduates who took the July 2010 Ohio bar 
examination achieved significant success. First time test takers 
received a 927= passage rate, and the overall pass rate for all test 
takers was 91%, the highest in the state,
"This success reflects multiple efforts by not only our graduates, but 
also the law faculty and staff. The law school community is extremely 
pleased with these results and our graduates are to be commended 
for all of their hard work," said Interim Dean Robert H. Rawson, Jr.
After the swearing-in ceremony in Columbus, Ohio on November 8, 
graduates celebrated with their families at an event hosted by the 
School of Law.
Brian Nally '10 attended the event and said of his experience, "The 
event was a great way for Case Western Reserve University School of 
Law graduates who passed the July 2010 bar exam to celebrate their 
accomplishment. The School of Law prepared me extremely well for 
my success on the bar exam, but more importantly, for life after law 
school. I am currently an Associate at a great law firm in Cleveland, 
Reminger Co., L.P.A., and have felt confident making the transition 
from law school into the practice of law — a tribute to the professors 
and education at Case Western Reserve." ■
The Kramer family
continues to positively impact law students 
and their dreams to work for social justice
0 say the Kramer family has impacted the School 
of Law would be an understatement. From their 
generous gift that afforded the renovation of the 
Milton A. Kramer Law Clinic, to funding the Kramer 
Social Justice scholarships, which provide full 
tuition scholarships for students pursuing public 
interest, the Kramers continue to leave an 
indelible impact not only on the law school but 
also on our future leaders in the legal field.
"It's tremendously important in several ways. The 
experience working with clients in the Clinic raises a lot of 
ethical issues around the practice of law that students 
wouldn't otherwise have an opportunity to confront. 
Students have the opportunity to reflect and discuss 
these issues in a safe academic setting before graduating. 
It also brings students in direct contact with people in 
need, which we hope will have a lasting effect on their 
attitudes as they go on to practice law."
Upon first meeting Mrs. Charlotte Kramer, you 
can't help but feel the warmth and kindness 
that radiates from her. A remarkable woman who 
has already left an incredible legacy at the law school, she 
remains humble and simply says, "Why not share?"
!
I , I I , , , I , I , I The Kramer family first came into contact with the law
I ' I I I I I I I I I I school almost 20 years ago when they were looking to
Mill........... find a way to support their two passions—education and
......................   ' helping those in the community who needed it most. Mrs.
I I I I I I n I I I I Kramer and her son, Mark Kramer, thought the Clinic was
I............. .. the perfect way to give back and to also continue her
I I I I I I I I I I ' ' husband, Milton Kramer's,
------------------------------------------- legacy and his work in the local
legal community.
The Kramers continue
to leave an indelible 
impact not only on the 
law school but also on 
our future leaders in
Mrs. Kramer said support for 
the Milton A. Kramer Law Clinic 
is essential as "the students 
are learning first-hand under 
supervision from exceptional 
faculty and are also helping 
those in the community who 
can't afford to pay for a lawyer. 
So it is a very suitable gift."
the legal field.
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Mark Kramer also believes it is 
important for students to 
receive practical skills training 
in the Clinic in addition to 
traditional academic classes.
The Milton A. and Charlotte R. Kramer Foundation along 
with the Paul P. Dosberg Foundation (Paul Dosberg was 
Mrs. Kramer's uncle), are also supporting several current 
law students through the Kramer Social Justice scholarships.
When asked why they chose to give these scholarships in 
addition to their support for the Clinic, Mrs. Kramer 
stated, "We wanted to help the law school to attract the 
kind of people that we know will make very good lawyers 
and who will also give back to the community."
Mark Kramer shared this sentiment and added, "The cost of 
law school can be prohibitive and compensation for those 
working in public interest law is a problem. When I was in 
law school I saw many classmates who started with a desire 
to do something to benefit society but ended up joining a 
large firm simply due to the debt and loans incurred. We 
want to help create lawyers who are able to do public 
interest work who do not have to worry about law school 
debt. Also, having a few outstanding individuals who have 
a real commitment to public service could instill a greater 
interest in public service to other members of the class."
Flis hope for the Kramer Social Justice Scholars is that 
"they will find a practice they thrive in and it will be a 
practice where they make a difference in many people's 
lives and contribute to social progress. Our hope is that 
they themselves will succeed and thrive and also end up 
in a career that is deeply satisfying and that will also do 
some good in the world. A few strong leaders can make 
a huge impact."
The first Kramer Social Justice Scholars were selected in 2009. Current 
second-year law student Gregory Gipson said about receiving his 
scholarship, "I am honored and deeply grateful to be in this first class 
of Kramer Scholars. As a special education teacher I was inspired by 
the dedicated work of lawyers who pursued funding for my students 
to receive what was for them a life-changing education. Law school, 
for me, was to be in furtherance of the service teaching provided, and 
the Kramer family's generosity has meant that I can complete school 
without fear that debt will force me to choose between income and 
principle. The Kramer scholarship has been to me what my students' 
funding was for them: a goad to humility, and a source of gratitude."
The most recent Kramer Social Justice Scholars, set to graduate in 
2013, are Ann Hoelzel, Christine Vucolova, and 
Amy Wojnarwsky. In their application essays 
for the scholarship, they shared their life 
experiences that led them to law school and to 
their passion for social justice. From varying 
backgrounds, all three described what inspired 
them and the impact they hope to make as 
practicing attorneys. It is only fitting that we 
share in their own words, why these three 
students are the ideal Kramer Scholars.
Ann Hoelzel
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Treating people with dignity and justice 
through support and empowerment is an 
ongoing goal of my life. A few experiences 
stand out in the impact they have had on my 
development.
One afternoon, during middle school, I got on the school bus to jeers, 
teasing and name-calling directed at my brother, who has Down 
Syndrome. I felt myself red in the face standing up, telling my peers to 
stop. I was sure I was right, but scared nonetheless. This incident 
reinforced my conviction to stand up for what I know to be right. To this 
day I encourage the eradication of derogatory language of all kinds.
Upon graduating from college, I received a full graduate fellowship to 
Ohio State's college of education, and I grew in my knowledge of 
pedagogy and in my awareness of my own development and bias in 
order to most effectively teach and reach others. I followed my desire 
to teach, which was fueled by a passion for social justice.
Milton A. Kramer
Since 2002 I have immersed myself in diverse 
classrooms throughout the Cleveland area. I 
have become sure of two things: First, all 
students can learn. Second, students can learn 
better when supported socio-emotionally. I 
taught during a time of research and reform. I 
discovered that pedagogy and structure 
matters. I discovered that we can close the 
achievement gap with dedicated people and 
resources effectively directed towards 
experiential learning, formative assessment, 
and extended school days and summer 
programs. I discovered that when proper 
supports are in place, students who might 
otherwise struggle can succeed.
I spent time talking with, tutoring, encouraging, 
and empathizing with students and their 
families. I supported students whose parents
►
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had restraining orders, whose parents were in 
jail or prison, who were pregnant, who faced 
the challenges of Asperger Syndrome, ADHD, 
lack of support, lack of resources, and other 
hurdles. I felt a desire to spend more time 
with students who needed support, and I 
remembered with appreciation the support I 
had received as a student.
My vision of social justice is a belief that all 
people are valuable, and that protection and 
nurturing should be available, always with the 
ultimate goal of empowerment. I am 
confident this applies to learning and human 
development, and I anticipate this approach 
will apply to many areas of life and law 
moving forward.
In law school I hope to bring my experiences 
and passion for human development and 
wellness to prepare myself to work in either 
education law or health law. I wish to ultimately 
work at the level of policy, in order to address 
problems facing our society, and to ensure best 
practices, access, and equality of opportunity.
A firm commitment to social justice through 
support, learning, and empowerment will 
always be at the core of my existence.
Christine Vucolova
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
Raised by my mother, a Russian immigrant and 
single parent, I had a somewhat non-traditional 
childhood and faced hardships living as a 
low-income immigrant. With no family in the 
country and a poor command of the English 
language, my mother and I relied on each 
other for support and worked together to 
survive. Although my mother worked two 
jobs, it was always a struggle just to keep 
afloat. To pay our rent, we shared a bedroom 
for nine years while we rented the rest of our 
space to international students who attended 
the local community college. When I was 
thirteen I started working at my neighbor's 
bagel shop to help pay the bills. By the age of 
fifteen I knew what the terms eviction, 
bankruptcy and child support meant.
Having experienced the complexities 
associated with a life of poverty, working 
toward social and economic justice in the 
world is an extremely important and personal 
matter to me. The challenges I faced growing
up have provided the structural framework 
for my long-term goal of reducing poverty in 
America by improving access to the justice 
system for low-income people.
While living in Cleveland, I noticed the lack of 
fundamental equality in many of the region's 
low-income areas. I empathized and identified 
with the ordinary, struggling citizens fighting 
for a decent life, and from that moment on I 
was determined to address these injustices. 
As a result, I chose to volunteer through 
AmeriCorps at The Legal Aid Society of Cleveland.
As a paralegal in the consumer unit at Legal 
Aid, I spent a majority of my time working 
directly with low-income people who are 
threatened by foreclosure and cannot afford 
private representation. I have seen first-hand 
the devastating effects of the foreclosure 
crisis in America. I am reminded of the 
feelings of fear, desperation and defeat that 
accompany a life of poverty; a life my mom 
still battles, and a life no one should endure. 
Fortunately, I have the privilege of working 
alongside attorneys who have dedicated their 
practices to advocating on behalf of 
low-income people struggling to survive.
Every day I learn about how the law can be 
used as powerful leverage to give these 
people the basic human dignity they deserve.
I am inspired by each attorney's determined 
efforts to directly serve our clients and 
simultaneously work toward systemic change 
in the Cleveland community.
I am privileged to be part of such a supportive 
community and am excited to contribute to 
the prosperity, vibrancy and stability of the 
city of Cleveland through my work as an 
advocate for social justice.
Amy Wojnarwsky
YALE UNIVERSITY
My first year of college was an awakening 
experience. I was proud to attend Yale, but 
realized that I was far behind my peers in 
educational and cultural experiences. It 
became clear that a strong educational 
background could provide one with many 
opportunities. I saw this in my own life as I 
progressed in my studies and was given the 
opportunity to set up a program to help 
decrease hospital length of stay at the
Cleveland Clinic and travel abroad to explore 
diabetes treatment and prevention programs 
in South Africa.
My volunteering experiences only increased 
my realization that opportunities come to 
those with a strong educational background. 
This inherent belief led me to pursue a 
commitment to Teach For America and to 
stay in the classroom of a Title 1 school.
Over the last three years. I've asked students 
what they would like to do when they grow 
up. Many are dumbfounded; life does not 
exist outside of their community and where 
their extended families live in Mexico. Options 
for their future seem almost limited to childcare, 
landscaping, or domestic services. I want my 
students to succeed and be happy in all facets 
of their lives; this comes with having options.
My experiences in college and the teaching 
profession have provided me with hands-on 
expertise for interacting directly with clients 
and individuals who are seeking social justice.
I aspire to work with public interest and social 
justice issues as a lawyer. Embracing these 
issues in a community provides a voice for 
those who would otherwise go unheard. My 
legal education at Case Western Reserve 
University will allow me to investigate the 
facets of law which impact communities, 
low-income families, and those who need a 
voice in the legal system. ■
LAW CLINIC STUDENTS 
OBTAIN $1.12 MILLION 
VERDICT FOR CLIENT
School of Law students in the Milton A. 
Kramer Law Clinic recently obtained a jury 
verdict of $1,120,000 in favor of their 
clients, a family victimized by a fraudulent 
home-repair and financing scheme. The 
students tried their damages case to a 
jury on February 10,2011, in the 
courtroom of Cuyahoga County Visiting 
Judge John E. Corrigan. This verdict was 
the largest in the Clinic's history and 
included compensatory damages, treble 
damages under the Ohio Consumer Sales 
Practices Act, and punitive damages.
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Take a Law 
Student to 
Lunch Program
School of Law matches students with 
alumni to enhance career opportunities
The group was 
brainstorming 
ways to both 
enhance the 
student experience 
and to also give 
alumni the 
opportunity to 
mentor current law 
students.
The Take a Law Student to Lunch 
student-alumni program was launched in 
spring 2009 following a meeting between 
several recent alumni, Sarah M. Polly, Associate 
Dean for Student Services, and Kelli Curtis, 
Assistant Dean for Career Services. The group 
was brainstorming ways to both enhance the 
student experience and to also give alumni 
the opportunity to mentor current law students. 
This very successful program, which runs 
every fall and spring semester, has continued 
to grow thanks to Cleveland-area alumni who 
are committed to connecting with law 
students, as well as law students who are 
eager to meet and learn from alumni who 
have valuable information and experiences to 
share. In fall 2010, approximately 75 
students and 75 alumni participated.
Julie Lady '02 has been a faithful participant 
in the program since it began. "I participate 
every semester because I think it is important 
to help attorneys who come after you to 
succeed," said Lady. "I enjoy the opportunity 
to meet current law students each semester 
and I hope sharing my experiences might help 
them as they look to the future."
She is right that Case Western Reserve 
students do value the help. First-year 
Thomas Au had this to say about his lunch 
with Lady, "The Take a Law Student to Lunch 
Program was fantastic. It was really 
meaningful to get direct, practical and 
informative advice about how to go about 
networking as well as searching for summer 
jobs...[H]aving someone with whom I can 
discuss my objectives and current plans has 
made me feel much more at ease as I begin 
my search for 1L internships."
Ann Harlan '02 understands how much 
students appreciate the opportunity to learn 
from law school alumni. According to Harlan, 
"It is an important reminder to all alumni that 
the law students really do appreciate the 
time of practicing attorneys and there is a 
great deal we can share about career choices 
and experiences. The students are impressive 
and very appreciative of the time."
Third-year David Kocan was enthusiastic 
about his lunch with Harlan and said, 
"Chatting about her fascinating career, I 
couldn't help but be excited about becoming 
an attorney. She also shared excellent advice 
that I know will be invaluable in my career.
I'm indebted to her and this program, and 
only hope I can someday pay it forward."
Every semester, Cleveland-area alumni 
receive an email inviting them to participate 
in the program. Students and alumni are then 
matched by areas of interest and practice 
(alumni engaged in and students interested 
in non-traditional careers are also matched). 
Once both parties are notified of their 
matches, students initiate contact with the 
alumni to schedule their lunches. In many 
cases, the students and alumni develop 
mentoring relationships that go beyond the 
initial lunch.
We welcome alumni participation and invite 
you to send us your email address to ensure 
you receive the next invitation. Contact Sarah 
M. Polly, Associate Dean for Student Services 
at sarah.polly{Q)case.edu. ■
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PatSerry has been a longtime friend of the university. 
She started working at the School of Medicine in 1956 
and spent over a decade at the School of Law. During 
her time at the law school she was known for her 
dedication and willingness to help any and everyone.
I"Pat was a remarkable assistant to Dean Cowen and kept the financial 
affairs of the law school in order and on track. She was devoted to 
Dean Cowen and has been a very loyal and generous supporter of the 
law school," said Lewis Katz, John C. Hutchins Professor of Law and 
Director of Foreign Graduate Studies.
Ferry retired in 1992 but still has many friends at the university. She 
has continued to remain a part of the law school community and has 
been an influential donor. Most recently. Ferry established the Dean 
Lindsey Cowen Research Fellowship in Law-Medicine. Ranked eighth 
in the country by US News & World Report, our Law-Medicine Center 
continues to receive national recognition. With the creation of our 
Law-Medicine Center in 1953, we pioneered the field of health law and 
ours is the oldest program in the country. This significant endowment 
will continue the Center's successes and is just one of the many ways 
Ferry has continued to give back to the law school.
Maxwell Mehiman, Director of the Law-Medicine Center and Arthur E. 
Petersilge Professor of Law, attended the event held on March 29 to 
commemorate Ferry's gift and said of her continued support, "Pat 
Ferry devoted herself to our law school for many years as a key 
administrator. Pat's continuing dedication to the law school is 
reflected in this generous gift, which will enable graduates of the law 
school to hone their research skills and faculty to enhance their 
scholarly accomplishments."
When asked why she remains so dedicated to the law school. Ferry 
stated, "I truly enjoyed working with Dean Cowen and the faculty. I was 
there for 13 years and the law school has a big place in my heart. ■
AlumnJ Weekend 2010
Thanks to all of our alumni who attended the 2010 Alumni Weekend. 
With over 170 law alumni in attendance, we had the largest showing 
in recent history and the second highest alumni turnout at the 
university. Seven Law Alumni Association Board members celebrated 
their reunions and we express our gratitude to them and to our class 
committee members who ensured the weekend was a success. We 
are pleased to announce that the Reunion Giving Challenge raised 
more than $200,000 and we are truly appreciative of the alumni 
support.
Friday, October 1 kicked off the weekend with an announcement from 
Interim Dean Robert Rawson about Coleman Burke's $1.5 million gift, 
an endowed chair honoring Professor Leon Cabinet. Both Burke and 
Cabinet attended the all-alumni reception that evening, along with 
classes celebrating their reunions. Graduates had the opportunity to 
reconnect with fellow classmates, as well as faculty members.
Saturday evening featured six class reunion events for classes ending 
in O's and 5's. Rita Bryce '90 hosted over 70 of her fellow classmates 
at her home and said of the event, "I haven't been in the same room 
with this many classmates and professors since law school—and with 
no exams to worry about. It was great."
Ralph Tyler '75 also hosted an event at his home for the class of 1975 
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SAVE THE DATE for the 2011 Alumni Weekend 
October 13-16,2011
Join your classmates and fellow alumni! We will celebrate with an all-alumni reception, as well 
as reunion dinners honoring classes ending in I's and 6's. If you would like to serve on your 
Reunion Class Committee, please contact lawalumni@case.edu or 216.368.0549.
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ALUMNI CLASS NOTES
1950
Eldon S. Wright, Jr.
was honored with 
the Professionalism 
Award at the 
Opening of the 
Courts Ceremony in 
Mahoning County.
195A
Fred D. Gray was 
honored on 
December 11,2010 
by over 400 guests 
celebrating his 80th
birthday. Professor 
Jonathan Entin 
served as guest 
speaker at the event, 
which was held in 
Tuskegee, Alabama.
1959
Gerald E. Fuerst was 
retained as Cuyahoga 
County Clerk of 
Courts.
1961
1969
Col. Ron J. Rakowsky
was appointed Mayor 
of Greenwood Village, 
Colorado.
1973
James M. Petro and
his wife, Nancy,
published a book 
titled, "False Justice" 
about wrongful 
criminal convictions.
Thomas I. Webb, Jr.
was named one of 
the 2011 Toledo 
Lawyers of the Year
by Best Lawyers in 
America®
1975
Stanley M. Dub was 
named a "Leading 
Lawyer in Northeast 
Ohio" for franchise 
law for the 11th
Case Connections
We invite you to provide advice to current students. Complete our Case 
Connections form at http://law.case.edu/careerservices/Students/ 
CSOServices/CaseConnectionsRegistrationForm.aspx 
or contact us at lawrecruiting(g)case.edu.
consecutive year by 
Inside Business 
Magazine.
Oldrich Foucek, III
served as a guest 
lecturer for Lehigh 
University's 
Integrated Real 
Estate at Lehigh 
program.
Steven S. Kaufman
launched a new 
national trial and 
litigation firm
I
I
1984
James B. Aronoff a
partner at Thompson 
Mine's Cleveland 
office, was appointed 
to the newly created 
management role of 
administrative 
partner.
John E. Schiller was 
endowed a Chair in 
Legal Ethics at the 
Indiana University 
Maurer School of Law 
by one of his clients.
Robert L. Brandfass
was appointed 
Executive Vice 
President and 
General Counsel of 
West Penn Allegheny
Health System in 
Pittsburgh, PA.
James A. Butz was 
appointed to Partner 
of Frost Brown Todd 
in Indianapolis, IN.
1987
James J. Chester of 
Chester Willcox & 
Saxbe was selected 
for inclusion in the 
2011 Best Lawyers in 
America® list in 
Corporate Law and 
Real Estate Law.
Are you on Linkedin?
stay connected with classmates and colleagues and keep current on programs and news from the law school 
by joining the School of Law's group on Linkedin. We have also created a sub-group for alumni, professionals, and 
students interested in international law. This sub-group will serve as a focused place to share news, advice, and 
opportunities in international law.
James K. Roosa was 
appointed to the 
Cleveland Heights- 
University Heights 
Public Library Board 
of Trustees.
•f
1988
Timothy J. Downing a 
Partner at Ulmer & 
Berne LLP, was 
elected Co-Chair of 
the Board of 
Directors of the 
Human Rights 
Campaign.
\
Michael J. Tadych 
formed a new firm, 
Stevens Martin 
Vaughn & Tadych, 
PLLC, where he 
represents 
newspapers, 
broadcasters and 
online media in First 
Amendment and 
Media Law matters 
and Commercial 
Litigation and 
Professional 
Licensing matters.
1999
Steven A. Meckler an 
attorney with 
Shumaker, Loop & 
Kendrick, LLP was 
interviewed on CNN 
on the foreclosure 
crisis.
Cecil Z. Swamidoss
was appointed 
Director of Federal 
Policy for VSP Vision 
Care.
Brian D. Wassom
was selected for
inclusion in the 2011 
edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America® 
in the practice area of 
intellectual Property 
Law. He was also 
elected to the Board 
of Directors of the 
Macomb County Bar 
Foundation.
2000
Lisa A. (Wallace) 
Cottle became 
Associate Counsel - 
Litigation for Greater 
Cleveland Regional
Transit Authority.
Andrean R. Horton
was named Senior 
Corporate Counsel, 
Americas for A. 
Schulman, Inc.
Jonathan J. Hunt
delivered a speech 
entitled, "Securing 
the Deal: Letters of 
Credit & Other Forms 
of Security" at the 
40th Annual ICSC 
Law Conference in 
Hollywood, FL.
Tariq M. Naeem
became a Partner 
with Tucker Ellis & 
West LLP.
Benjamin C. Sasse 
became a Partner 
with Tucker Ellis & 
West LLP.
2001 HI
Michael J. Pike 
became a Partner 
with Gallagher Sharp.
E
Dr. Robert L. Wagner
joined Picadio Sneath 
Miller & Norton, P.C. 
in its Patent 
Prosecution and 
Intellectual Property 
Litigation Group.
2002
Christine M, Cossler 
was named a Partner 
with Walter & 
Haverfeld LLP.
Brian D. Wright was
selected as a "Rising 
Star" in the 2011
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headquartered in 
Cleveland, OH.
Peter H. Weinberger
was recognized as a 
2011 Ohio Super 
Lawyer and made 
the list of "Top 100 
Super Lawyers" in 
Ohio Super Lawyers 
Magazine. He was 
also selected for 
inclusion in the 2011 
edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America®
Thomas G. Shaia the 
Deputy
Commonwealth's 
Attorney for 
Spotsylvania County, 
was awarded the 
Warren Von Schuch 
Distinguished 
Assistant Award.
David R. Watson 
became the 
Executive Director of 
the Cleveland 
Metropolitan Bar 
Association.
edition of Ohio Super 
Lawyers Magazine.
2003
Michael C. Brink was 
promoted to Counsel
ALU
in the practice areas 
of Medical
Malpractice Law and 
Personal Injury 
Litigation.
1976
Patrick!. Sharkey
was selected as one 
of the "2010 Texas 
Super Lawyers."
1978
Nicholas E. Calio was 
named President and
1989
David S. Hendrix
shareholder in the 
Tampa office of Gray 
Robinson, P.A., was 
appointed to the Boy 
Scouts of America 
Southern Region 
Board of Directors 
and Vice President of 
Council Operations 
for the state of 
Florida for the Boy 
Scouts of America.
ig
with Tucker Ellis & 
West LLP. He also 
participated in the 
Ohio State Bar 
Association's 
Leadership Academy.
Chief Executive 
Officer of the Air 
Transport 
Association of 
America (ATA), the 
industry trade 
organization for the 
leading U.S. airlines.
H. Jefferson Megargel,
II has been at Dumont 
Center for 
Rehabilitation and 
Nursing Care in New 
Rochelle, NY. He
Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier
Professor at City 
University of New 
York Law School, 
gave a presentation 
as part of a panel on 
"Existential Crisis in 
the Courtroom:
Capital Punishment, 
Civil Commitment, 
and Terror
Management Theory" 
at the New York City 
Bar Association.
Victor J. Wasylyna
formed the boutique 
law firm Walters & 
Wasylyna LLC in 
Dayton, OH.
expresses his thanks 
to the many 
classmates who have 
visited him and he 
continues to be 
reachable by mail at 7 
Midland Gardens, #5K, 
Bronxville, NY 10708.
1979
Michael E. Brittain 
litigation partner and 
chair of the Insurance 
Recovery Group at 
Calfee, Halter &
Lynn McLaughlin 
Murray was 
appointed to the 
Cleveland Municipal 
Court 8th District 
Court of Appeals.
1991
Dimitri J. Nionakis
became Executive 
Vice President and 
General Counsel for 
Federal One 
Holdings, LLC in 
Cranston, Rl.
2004
V. Justin Arpey
became an Associate 
at the law firm of 
Parker, Hudson, 
Rainer & Dobbs LLP 
in the Atlanta, GA
Griswald LLP, was 
appointed to serve as 
a member of the 
Ohio State Bar 
Association (OSBA) 
Insurance Coverage 
Law Specialty Board.
Randolph C. 
Oppenheimer a 
partner at Damon 
Morey, was named 
chairman of its Labor 
and Employment 
Department.
1992
Elise Hara Auvil was 
named Director of 
Human Resources 
and Employment 
Counsel for Cuyahoga 
County.
John W. McKenzie an 
attorney and 
shareholder at Akron 
labor and
employment law firm 
Kastner Westman & 
Wilkins LLC, was 
appointed to the 
Leadership Akron
office in the litigation 
practice group.
Ayesha B. Hardaway 
was promoted to 
Counsel with Tucker 
Ellis & West LLP.
Daniel K. Wright, II 
joined Tucker Ellis & 
West LLP as a 
member of the firm's 
Business
Department in the 
Cleveland office.
1981
Jim T. Ball Jim Ball 
Vineyards Pinot Noir 
was awarded one of 
the "Year's Best 
American Pinot 
Noirs" and a "Best
Alumni Association 
Board of Directors.
Forrest A. Norman of 
the Gallagher Sharp 
law firm, was elected 
as the 2011 
Chairman of the 
Board of the 
Presbyterian Lay 
Committee.
1993
David E. Rogers
became a Partner in 
the Intellectual 
Property &
Hon. Josh Mandel 
was elected as the 
Ohio State Treasurer.
Howard M, Schwarz,
III became an 
associate with Stark
FIRST AMENDMENT MOOT NIAGARA MOOT COURT THE CRAVEN MOOT COURT TEAM
COURT TEAM SUCCESS TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS The Case Western Reserve University Craven
The School of Law's First Amendment Moot The Niagara International Moot Court team Moot Court team advanced ahead of Duke,
Court Team had a successful trip to the National advanced to the Quarterfinal Round of the Boston College and Pepperdine to reach the
First Amendment Moot Court Competition. The International Competition in Toronto, Canada. finals of the prestigious UNC Craven
competition, sponsored by the First Amendment Two School of Law students were jointly Competition; they took second place in the
Center and Vanderbilt University Law School, named "Best Overall Individual Advocate" in tournament. This invitation-only
hosted 34 teams from across the country. Our the international competition. constitutional law competition is one of the
team made it to the quarterfinal round and also oldest in the country,
took home the award for second best brief.
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ALUMNI CLASS NOTES
Buy" in the April,
2011 edition of Wine 
and Spirits Magazine.
Michael P. McCarron 
was elected to the 
town clerk/town 
counsel position in 
West Newbury, MA.
1982
Michael C. McDaniel
became a full-time 
professor at the 
Thomas M. Cooley 
School of Law.
Hon. Kathleen 
McDonald O'Malley 
was confirmed by the 
U.S. Senate to serve 
on the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit.
Laura G. Quatela was
We invite you to watch our latest law school videos featuring alumni, 
students and faculty as well as our Academic Centers and conferences. 
Learn more about the events and activities occurring at the law school 
by visiting http://www.youtube.com/caseschooloflaw
named General
Counsel for the
Eastman Kodak 
Company.
appointed President 
of Cries Financial LLC.
U 1 IV-II Ul 1.1 1C
Section of Legal 
Education and
Admissions to the
Bar.
NEW SCHOOL OF LAW VIDEOS
John D. Robinett was 
named to the 2011 
edition of Best 
Lawyers® for Banking 
Law and Real Estate 
Law.
1983
Edward J. Bell was
Raymond C.
Pierce dean of the 
North Carolina 
Central University 
School of Law, 
was elected to a 
seat on the 
American Bar 
Association's
Technology practice 
group at Snell & 
Wilmer L.L.P.'s 
Phoenix office.
Andrew A. Zashin on
behalf of his 
non-profit 
organization, the 
Center for 
International Child 
Custody & 
Relocation, 
participated in a 
conference at the 
Sha'ary Mishpat Law
School in Hod 
HaSharon, Israel.
1994
Bradley I. Dallet a 
shareholder in 
Whyte, Hirschboeck 
& Dudek S.C.'s 
Milwaukee office, 
was named a 
co-leader of the 
firm's Real Estate & 
Finance Practice 
Group.
Eric E. Kinder of 
Spilman Thomas & 
Battle, PLLC, was 
included in the 2011 
list of "The Best 
Lawyers in America" 
for Labor and 
Employment Law.
1995
Joel I. Ratner was 
named President and 
CEO of the non-profit 
neighborhood 
development group. 
Neighborhood 
Progress, Inc.
Tony A. Swafford of
Miller & Martin, has 
been selected for 
inclusion in 2010 
Chambers USA: 
America's Leading 
Lawyers in Business, 
in the practice area of 
Labor & Employment.
1996
Howard j. Bobrow
was appointed to the 
Executive Committee 
at Taft Stettinius & 
Hollister LLP.
1997
Amardeep Singh 
Bhalla was 
announced by 
President Obama as 
a member of the 
President's Advisory 
Commission on Asian 
Americans and 
Pacific Islanders.
Rhonda Baker 
Debevec was 
recognized as a "2011 
Ohio Rising Star" in 
the Ohio Super 
Lawyers Magazine.
jack j. Goldwood 
was elected 
Partner with 
Tucker Ellis & West 
LLP.
Mary B. Mazanec 
was selected as 
Deputy Director of 
the Congressional 
Research Service in 
Washington, DC.
& Knoll in its 
Litigation & 
Employment Group. 
He also was selected 
as a "2011 Ohio 
Super Lawyer" in 
Ohio Super Lawyers 
Magazine in the 
practice area of 
General Litigation.
2005
Anthony M. 
Catanzarite a Partner 
at Reminger Co., 
L.P.A., was selected 
to serve on a
Alumni Weekend -OCTOBER 13-16,2011
Alumni & Faculty Luncheon
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18,2011
one-year position as 
the DRI Vice Chair 
Substantive Liaison 
for the Construction 
Law Committee.DRI 
is an international 
organization of 
attorneys defending 
the interests of 
business and 
individuals in civil 
litigation. He was 
also named Co-Chair 
of Reminger's 
Construction Design 
and Liability Practice 
Group.
Bethanie E. Ricketts 
became a partner at 
Reminger Co., L.P.A.
2006
Lukas M. Grabiec 
was appointed by the 
Board of Governors 
of the State Bar of
Arizona to serve on 
the In-House Counsel 
Committee.
David W. Lawrence 
relocated to Bangkok, 
Thailand with his 
wife, Thunyalak 
"Dinee"
Kamonmuneechote
(LLM ’06), and their 
two-year old 
daughter, Anabel. 
David joined the 
full-service 
international law firm 
of Limcharoen 
Hughes & Glanville 
as a Senior Associate.
2007
Nathan L. 
Wiedemann 
became an 
Associate at 
McDonald Hopkins 
Cleveland office in 
the Business 
Department.
►
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2008 2009 2010 Jeffrey A. Dornbos Ryan A. Kuchmaner
Gary M. Broadbent Chris G. Schmitt was Juliana V. Crist joined Warner became an Associate
accepted a position named Chief became an Associate Norcross & Judd LLP. at Black McCluskey
as Corporate Operating Officer and at Tucker Ellis & Souers & Arbaugh
Counsel for Murray General Counsel of West LLP's Cleveland Erica M. James Law Firm.
Energy Corporation, Insivia Strategic office. became an Associate
the largest privately 
owned coal 
company in the
United States.
Marketing. at Tucker Ellis &
West LLP's Cleveland
office.
Corena G. Larimer
became an Associate 
at Tucker Ellis &
West LLP's 
Cleveland office.
J. Scott Larson 
became a Patent 
Agent with The 
Webb Law Firm.
Benjamin D. Malbasa
was named the 
new football coach 
for Benedictine 
High School.
School of Law welcomes 52 LL.M. students
We are pleased to have over 50 LL.M. students. The LL.M. class represents the following countries: China, 
Germany, India, Kuwait, Libya, New Zealand, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Sweden,Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, United 
Arab Emirates, and Venezuela. Our LL.M. programs began 19 years ago, and our alumni now represent more 
than 70 countries.
Kelly E. Laukhuf
became an 
Associate at Jackson 
Walker LLP.
Shane A. Lawson
became an 
Associate at 
Gallagher Sharp.
Brian P. Nally
became an 
Associate at 
Reminger Co., 
L.P.A.’s Cleveland 
office.
Chetan S. Patil
became an Associate 
at Reminger Co., 
L.P.A.'s Cleveland 
office.
Holly R. Pepi became 
an Associate at 
Hammerman &. 
Huitgren in Phoenix, 
AZ.
LLM. IN UNITED 
STATES & GLOBAL 
LEGAL STUDIES
1994
Takahashi Sano is 
Manager of the Legal 
Department of the 
Sumitomo Chemical 
Co., Ltd.
1996
Watcharapong 
Wilawan is a judge in 
the Civil Court in 
Bangkok.
2001
Abdulaziz Al-Jarallah
is head of legal office 
of the Royal Embassy 
of Saudi Arabia in 
London, UK.
Nasser Bin Ghaith 
has published a book, 
WTO Decision-Making 
Processes:
Multilateralism Versus 
Regionalism: A Critical 
Analysis of the WTO 
Decision-Making 
Processes and the 
Potential Role for
Organisations to 
Improve these 
Processes.
Chetan Nagendra 
has relocated to the 
UK office where he is 
head of the India 
Practice in 
Investment Funds & 
Regulatory Group for 
his firm Harneys.
2002
Khalid Al-Khatter is 
Directorof the Audit 
Bureau of Qatar.
Dr. Chao-Yi Leo Wu
is General Counsel 
of the Chroma ATE 
Inc., an IT company 
in Taiwan.
Claire Huaying Ye 
(LLM'02, JD'06) is
with the Run Ming 
Law Office in 
Beijing.
2003
Hanyun Huang is a 
first-year JD 
student at the 
University of 
Georgia. She 
passed the New 
York bar following 
her LLM and prior 
to deciding to begin 
the JD program, she 
started her own 
immigration law 
practice.
2004
Thanawat 
Songwathana has 
been promoted as 
partner in the law 
firm, AIL Co. Ltd. in 
Bangkok.
Edyta Zydorek has
left her private 
practice in Cleveland 
and relocated to 
Irving, Texas. She has 
a new position as 
International Counsel
for the NCH 
Corporation.
2006
Kuangshi Cao 
(LLM'06, JD'10)
passed the July 
Pennsylvania bar and 
is an associate with 
Reed Smith Law Firm 
in Pittsburgh, PA.
Dae-hyun Chung 
(LLM'06, JD'09) has
passed the New
Jersey bar and works 
for the Law Offices of 
Joe Zhnghong Zhou 
& Assoc. PLLC in 
New York City.
Thunyalak
Kamonmuneechote
recently returned 
home to Thailand 
with her husband, 
David Lawrence 
(LAW '06). Thunyalak 
has passed the 
Judge's exam and is
now attending the 
Judicial Training 
Institute.
Krittapot
Sunthornphak works 
as an IP lawyer for 
Kamthorn Surachet 
c&SomsakLtd. He 
also completed a 
Master of Finance 
degree at Kasetsart 
University of 
Thailand.
2007
Anand Bhushan 
has been appointed 
to the position of 
Associate General 
Counsel for 
Cognizant 
Technology 
Solutions in India.
2008
Vanvipa
Chouvaparannte,
Sasitorn
Sangcharoen,
i,.-
A5 I School of Law
Junthorn Meechuen 
and Chayasorn 
Tanthawewongs all 
have passed the 
rigorous Judges' 
exam and are 
judges-in-training at 
the Criminal Court in 
Bangkok,
Morgane Tidghi has
passed the French 
Bar, completed an 
LLM in European 
Litigation at the
Xin Kevin Wang has 
joined the law firm of 
King & Wood in 
Shenzhen, China, 
close to Hong Kong.
University of 
Luxembourg and is 
now in a Ph.D. 
program at the same 
university; her Ph.D. 
study is in European 
Law.
Chenxie Yu is a legal 
assistant at 
Shanghai Diamond 
Legal Law Firm in 
China.
2009
Jamil Abdallah has 
relocated to Kuwait 
where he works in a 
law office.
Hussain Al-Najjar is 
studying in a Ph.D. 
program in Morocco.
Honghe Leo Lin has a 
new position with 
the Beijing Gehua 
CATV network 
company. His focus 
is mainly in the area 
of intellectual 
property law.
Yaosong Will Lu is 
with Yaoling Law 
Offices. Last year he 
passed both the New 
York bar and upon 
returning to China, 
the PRC bar.
Viroon Sunittramat
is with the law firm 
FBLP Legal Co., Ltd. 
in Bangkok.
Yina Zheng has a 
legal director position 
with Keli Group, a 
subsidiary of 
Hewlett-Packard.
Send recent accomplishments 
for Class Notes to lawalumni@case.edu
CONNECT WITH US !
Xiaoxi Wang works 
for Staples, U.S. office 
supply company, in 
Shanghai.
2010
Heidi Aps is with the 
law firm of Allen & 
Overy in their Antwerp, 
Belgium office.
Wiedan Wendy Fan 
works as a patent 
specialist for Leydig, 
Voit & Mayer, Ltd. in 
Chicago.
NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS AND HIRES I
School of Law welcomes several new legal scholars I
We are extrennely pleased to report several faculty appointments and hires. Our newest additions to the faculty include 1
distinguished legal scholars; juscelino Colares, Avidan Cover, Charles Korsmo and Ruqaiijah Yearby. Andrew Pollis, a current | 
professor in our Clinic, has also received an appointment as Assistant Professor of Law on the tenure track. I
In Memoriam
In Memoriam includes names of 
deceased alumni forwarded to 
Case Western Reserve University 
School of Law in recent months.
G. Wesley Allen '47 
Sanford I. Atkin '66 
Elizabeth Gayle Blackman '86 
G. Scott Booth '55
Lawrence S. Dolin ADL '66,
LAW '69
Wayne F. Erdelack '73 
K. Clarke Fahnenbruck WRC '74, 
LAW '77
Joseph F. Gallo '56 
George V. Gardner '48 
Sanford Gross ADL '63, LAW '66 
Alexander H. Hadden '51 
William H. Harsha, Jr. '47 
Jerry B. Helwig '57 
William N. Hogg '59 
Byron Jernej Horn '89
Charles R. Iden ADL '36, LAW 
Stanley B. Kent '50 
Dale Brooks Kincaid CIT '63, 
LAW '67
Hon. Alvin I. Krenzier ADL '47, 
LAW '48
Robert M. Krewson ADL '43, 
LAW '48
Ronald M. Lipson ADL '55, 
LAW '58
John F. Miller'58 
Jeffrey David Moon '08 
Delos T. Nelson ADL '42, LAW 'i
David J. Neustadt '67 
James E. Phillips '75 
Joseph B. Quatman '41 
John Paul Reed '48 
Thomas D. Reinhold '54 
John Eric Schoonover '84 
Garry Brian Schwartz '67 
John E. Shepherd '61 
Victor E, Smukler ADL '53, 
GRS '67, LAW '78 
Michael Spivak '09 
Richard Sternberg '52
A6
LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT 
Paul A. Marcela '81 
VP, Gen. Counsel and 
Secretary
Blue Bird Corporation 
Alpharetta, GA
VICE PRESIDENT 
Renee L. Snow '97 
Attorney 
Illinois Attorney 
General's Office 
Chicago, IL
SECRETARY /
TREASURER 
Gerald B. Chattman '67 
Partner/Shareholder 
Buckingham, Doolittle & 
Burroughs, LLP 
Cleveland, OH
ANNUALFUNDCO-CHAIR
Joan M, Gross '76 
Partner
Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP 
Cleveland, OH
ANNUALFUNDCO-CHAIR
Steven S. Kaufman '75* 
Managing Member 
Kaufman & Company, LLC 
Cleveland, OH
ANNUAL FUND CO-CHAIR
Alan H. \A/einberg '74 * 
Managing Partner 
Weltman, Weinberg &
Reis Co., L.P.A. 
Cleveland, OH
PAST PRESIDENT
Mara E. Cushwa '90 
Partner
Calfee, Halter &
Griswold LLP 
Cleveland, Ohio
BOARD MEMBERS
AngelaThi Bennett '96 
President
Ziva Development, Ltd. 
East Cleveland, OH
Gary M. Broadbent '08 
Corporate Counsel 
Murray Energy 
Corporation 
Alledonia, OH
Gerald B. Chattman '67 
Partner/Shareholder 
Buckingham, Doolittle & 
Burroughs, LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Mara E. Cushwa '90 
Partner
Calfee, Halter &
Griswold LLP 
Cleveland, Ohio
Dana R. Ewing '00 
Legal Counsel 
HCR Manor Care, Inc. 
Toledo, OH
Michael R. Gordon '85 
Partner 
K&L Gates 
New York, NY
Joan M. Gross '76 
Partner
Hahn Loeser & Parks LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Laura A. Hauser '88 
Partner
Thompson Hine LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Julie A. Hein '09 
Cincinnati, OH
Jonathan J. Hunt '00 
Associate 
McKenna, Long & 
Aldridge, LLP 
Atlanta, GA
Johnny W. Hutchinson '07 
Associate
Squire, Sanders, and 
Dempsey 
Cleveland, OH
Steven S. Kaufman '75* 
Managing Member 
Kaufman & Company, LLC 
Cleveland, OH
Paul A. Marcela '81 
VP, Gen. Counsel and 
Secretary
Blue Bird Corporation 
Alpharetta, GA
Carmina Mares '01 
Attorney
Shaker Heights, OH
Milton A. Marquis '84 
Partner
Dickstein Shapiro LLP 
Washington, DC
J. Timothy McDonald '90 
Attorney
Rogers & Hardin LLP 
Atlanta, GA
Susan K. McIntosh '96 
Senior Associate 
Forsberg & Umlauf, PS 
Seattle, WA
George M. Moscarino '83 
Founding Partner 
Moscarino & Treu, LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Jacqueline A. Musacchia '88 
Vice President,
General Counsel 
The Kenan Advantage 
Group, Inc.
North Canton, OH
Tariq M. Naeem '00 
Partner
Tucker Ellis & West LLP 
Cleveland, OH
Christian A. Natiello '00 
Assistant United States 
Attorney
U.S. Attorney's Office 
Washington, DC
Dimitri J, Nionakis '91 
Executive Vice President 
and General Counsel 
Federal One Holdings, LLC 
Cranston, Rl
James M. Petro '73 
Chancellor
Ohio Board of Regents 
Columbus, OH
Suzanne Kleinsmith 
Saganich '86 
Partner
Roetzel & Andress 
Cleveland, OH
Renee L. Snow '97 
Attorney 
Illinois Attorney 
General's Office 
Chicago, IL
Ronald J. Suster '67 
Judge
Cuyahoga County Court of 
Common Pleas 
Cleveland, OH
Alan H. Weinberg '74 * 
Managing Partner 
Weltman, Weinberg &
Reis Co., L.P.A. 
Cleveland, OH
Sara Busch Whetzel '06 
Attorney 
USAA
San Antonio, TX
Marshall J. Wolf'67 
Partner 
Wolf & Akers 
Cleveland, OH
Alan E. Yanowitz '85 
Partner
Cedar Brook Financial 
Partners 
Cleveland, OH
*Ex-officio
For information about our Lecture Series and Academic Center Events visit: law.case.edu/lectures
DEAN'S VISITING COMMITTEE
GEORGE N. ARONOFF'58 
LAURA J. AVERY '97 
BRENT D. BALLARD'85* 
COLLEEN BATCHELER'98 
EDWARD J. BELL'83 
KATHERINE D. BRANDT '89 
GARY L. BRYENTON '65 
marc H. COHEN '93 
LUKE DAUCHOT '86
DOMINICA. DiPUCCI0'90 
J. W. SEAN DORSEY '85 
ROBERTS. DOWNING'79 
STEPHEN C. ELLIS'72 
JACOB A. FRYDMAN '81 
JAMES C. HAGY '78 
ANN HARLAN '85 
J. ROBERT HORST'68 
PATRICIA INGLIS'77
GERALD M. JACKSON'71* 
ROBERT D. KATZ '80 
JAMES F. KOEHLER'73* 
NEILK0Z0K0FF'81 
BYRON S. KRANTZ '62 
WILLIAM B. LAWRENCE'70 
ROBERT F. LINTON, JR.'84 
PAULR. L0VEJ0Y'81* 
Visiting Committee Vice Chair
JOHN M. MAJORAS '86 
GEORGE MAJOROS '86 
THOMAS F. McKEE'75 
HON. KAREN NELSON MOORE* 
HON. KATHLEEN O'MALLEY'82 
GERALYN M. PRESTI '88* 
GEORGE A. RAMONAS '75 
HAROLD "KIP" READER'74* 
HEWITT B. SHAW, JR. '80*
PETER R. SIEGEL'93 
HILARY TAYLOR 
RALPH S. TYLER '75 
RICHARD H. VERHEIJ '83 
DAVIDS. WEIL,JR.'70 
WILLIAM N. WEST '67
^Executive Committee Members
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EVENTS
THE FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
Our newest members of the Society of Benchers 
were inducted at the School of Law on Saturday, 
September 11. We congratulate this prominent group 
of professionals on this esteemed recognition.
INDUCTEES:
Gerald B. Chattman '67 
Mara E. Cushwa '90 
Matthew J. Dolan '90 
Eliot P. Green '83 
Joan M. Gross '76 
Joseph F. Flubach '83
Paul R. Lovejoy '81 
Ann C. Rowland '76 
Mark A. Weinberger '87 
Andrew A. Zashin '93 
Dale A. Nance 
David S. Goodman
This year's event, held on Friday, November 12 at the Renaissance 
Cleveland Flotel, was a huge success. We congratulate our award 
recipients:
Distinguished Recent Graduate—Daniel D. Ujczo '01 
Distinguished Teacher—Maxwell J. Mehiman 
Centennial Medal—Dan T. Clancy '62
To nominate next year's award recipients contact 
lawalumni@case.edu or call (216) 368-05A9.
We would like to extend a special thank you to our generous sponsors: 
Buckingham, Doolittle & Burroughs LLP, Buckley King, Hahn Loeser & 1
Parks LLP, Roetzel & Andress, L.P.A., Ulmer & Berne LLP. j
Our Law Firm Giving Challenge representatives were extremely 
successful and raised over $190,000. We also express our sincere 
thanks to the many alumni who have served on our Law Alumni 
Association Board and welcome our newest board members: Gary M. 
Broadbent '08, Laura A. Hauser '88, Johnny W. Hutchinson '07, Steven 
S. Kaufman'75, J. Timothy McDonald'90, and James M. Petro'73.
SAVE THE DATE FOR THE NEXT ANNUAL
ALUMNI & FACULTY LUNCHEON—FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18,2011 I
____________________________________ J
48 I School of Law
School of Law team wins Jessup 
Super Regional Competition
Become
Involved
The Career Services Office thanks 
all alumni who have participated 
in career-related workshops and 
programs during the past 
academic year. By assisting with 
events such as Practice Area 
Panel Discussions, Brown Bag 
Lunches, Networking Receptions, 
and Mock Interview Saturday, 
alumni provide students with 
valuable advice and assistance in 
making career development 
decisions.
The law school's Jessup team won the Midwest Regional Philip C. Jessup International Law 
Moot Court Competition. This is the fourth year out of the past five that CWRU's team has 
won the competition.
We welcome participation from 
all alumni, whether local or 
national. The CSO meets with
The CWRU Jessup team, consisting of Cameron MacLeod, Elizabeth Sparks, Jory Hoffman, 
and Tyler Talbert, won all four preliminary rounds against DePaul, Michigan State, 
i Tennessee, and Iowa, then MacLeod and Hoffman beat Wayne State in the Quarterfinals 
* and Thomas Cooley In the Semifinals, and Talbert and Sparks beat University of Michigan 
K', in the Final Round.
'%
f In addition, the CWRU team won the third best brief award, and the awards for the best 
final round oralist (Talbert), third best overall oralist (MacLeod) and tenth best overall 
oralist (Hoffman).
CWRU's team, which is coached by Professor Michael Scharf and Adjunct Professor 
Margaux Day, beat out 24 other law schools for the right to represent the United States at 
the International Rounds In Washington, DC in March where they competed against 
winners from 120 other countries and the other five U.S. regional competitions. In 2008, 
the CWRU team won the Jessup World Championship, and the famed Jessup Cup is on 
display in the showcase on the first floor of the law school.
This year's Jessup Problem involved the lawfulness of Predator drone strikes, the legality 
of a legislative ban on religious head coverings, and legal Issues relating to an indirect 
bribe of a foreign official. ■
alumni to obtain information and 
advice for students as they 
conduct their job searches and 
can arrange a visit to your office. 
If you are interested in meeting 
with the CSO in your city please 
contact the Career Services Office 
at lawrecruiting(5)case.edu or 
216-368-6353.
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